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Abstract
We initiate a study of security in asynchronous networks. We consider a comcom
pletely asynchronous network where every two parties are connected via a private
channel and some of the parties may be faulty. We start by defining secure comcom
putation in this model. Our definition adapts the underlying principles of defining
security (i.e .. comparing the computation to a computation in the presence of a
trusted party) to the asynchronous model. In particular, our definition takes into
account the fact that the computation must be completed even if we never hear
from the faulty parties.
parties .
Next. we show that whatever can be securely computed in an asynchronous
network in the presence of a trusted party. can be securely computed in a network
in which no such trusted party exists. We distinguish two types of faults. In case of
Fail-Stop faults, our construction is valid as long as the faulty parties constitute less
than a third of the parties in the net\vork. In case of general (i.e., Byzantine) faults,
our construction requires that the faulty parties are less than a fourth fraction. In
both cases. the resilienc€'
resilienc€' of our construction is optimal.
Our construction gC'nNalizes known synchronous constructions by Ben-Or, GoldGold
wasser and Wigdcrson. In addition. we introduce and implement several new asynasyn
chronous primitives. Among these. we note an errorless Asynchronous Verifiable
Secret Sharing scheme. an asynchronous agreement on a large set that is concon
tained in the dynamically growing inputs of all non-faulty parties, and an on-line
error-correcting procedure .

• An extended abstract of this work, co-authored by Michael Ben-Or, Ran Canetti and Oded GoldreGoldre
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1

Introduction

Security in distributed networks is of fundamental, as well as practical importance. SecuSecu
rity means preserving the correctness of the outputs, as well as the privacy of the inputs,
in the presence of faults. Namely, a distributed protocol is t-secure (against a certain
type of faults) if in the presence of up to t faulty parties, the non-faulty parties end
up with the desired output, and the faulty parties learn nothing from the computation
beyond their specified outputs.
Security has been extensively studied, in several models of computation. The piopio
neering work of Goldreich, Micali and Wigderson [GMW] defined and described secure
computation of any function in a complete, synchronous network of n computationally
bounded parties, where no private communication lines are available. In this model they
showed, under computational assumptions, that if the fault are gossip (namely, parties
only wish to gather information but otherwise follow their protocols) then any function
can be computed n-securely. In the case of Byzantine faults (namely, the faulty parties
collaborate in any poly-time way to gather information and disrupt the computation),
they showed a t-secure protocol for computing any function, as long as n ~ 2t + 1.
Ben-Or, Goldwasser and Wigderson [BGW] study the model of private channels (and
computationally unlimited faulty parties). They show that:
(a) If the faults are gossip, then there exists a t-secure protocol for computing any
function. as long as n ~ 2t + 1.
(b) if the faults are Byzantine, then any function can be t-securely computed, as long as
n ~ 3t + 1.
Furthermore, they show that these bounds on the number of faults are tight
tight..
Many other important studies of secure computation have been carried out
subsequent years. In particular, we mention [CCD], [CK], [GGL], [GL], [MR].

III

the

All the above works assume a synchronous network; namely, a global, reliable clock
is assumed. On each clock 'tick' each party receives messages from all the other parties
in the network. performs an internal computation and sends messages to all the other
parties. This assumption greatly simplifies the development and analysis of protocols.
However. it is very limiting. Still. the notion of secure computation in an asynchronous
network has not been studied so far.
'vVe initiate a study of security in asynchronous networks. We consider a completely
asynchronous network of n parties connected by private channels. There is no global
clock. and messages can be arbitrarily delayed on the channels (however, each message
sent is eventually received). Furthermore, the order of the messages on a channel need
not be preserved.

If the faults are gossip. then every synchronous secure protocol can be run in this
asynchronous network using any synchronizer (e.g. [Aw]). It can be seen that in this
case, the Security (in the synchronous sense, as defined in [BGW,MR]) of the protocol
is maintained.
However,
asynchrony
with - the
devas
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tating consequences on the computational capabilities of a network. Fischer, Lynch and
Paterson [FLP] showed that deterministic protocols cannot achieve even the basic goal of
Consensus in the presence of even one Fail-Stop fault. Consequently, every (randomized)
Chor and
protocol reaching Consensus must have some infinite runs (on every input). Char
Moscovici [CM] characterized the possible "tasks" in the presence of t Fail-Stop faults:
roughly speaking, the output of any computation, in the presence of t potential faults,
cannot be based on more than n - t of the inputs (since up to t parties may never join
the computation).
We define secure computation in this asynchronous setting. Following the methodmethod
ology of synchronous definitions [GMW, MR], we first envision an ideal scenario for
secure computation .. This scenario consists of adding a 'trusted party' to the existing
asynchronous network. Next, we say that a 'real life' computation is secure if it is "equiv"equiv
alent" to a computation in the ideal scenario. Essentially, in the presence of t potential
faults, the non-faulty parties output an "estimation" to the function value, based on the
inputs of the parties in some agreed "core" set of size at least n - t. This "core" set
should appear explicitly in the output of the non-faulty parties (otherwise, the output
may have no meaning). Furthermore, this "core" set, should be chosen independently
of the inputs of the non-faulty parties. The bad parties should learn nothing from the
computation, other than the estimated function value, and the agreed core set.
\Ve show that whatever can be computed in the ideal scenario can be computed in
a secure manner without the presence of a trusted party. We consider two types of
faults. First, we show how to t-securely compute any function (in the asynchronous
sense), provided that only Fail-Stop faults occur, and n :::: 3t + 1. Next, we show how
to t-securely compute any function in the presence of Byzantine faults, provided that
n :::: 4t +1. In our protocols, there is no probability of error in the output of the non-faulty
parties (although infinite runs of our protocols must exist, with zero probability).
The resilience of our protocols is optimal. Namely, there exist functions which cancan
not be n /3-securely computed if Fail-Stop faults occur, and there exist functions which
cannot be n/4-securely computed, if Byzantine faults occur.
Our constructions adapt the [BGW] synchronous constructions to an asynchronous
setting. Furthermore, we develop several new tools, which may be of independent interinter
est:
• An errorless asynchronous verifiable secret sharing scheme, for n :::: 4t + 1. Previous
implementation of Feldman [Fe] (for n :::: 4t+ 1) as well as the new scheme of Canetti
and Rabin [CR] (for n :::: 3t + 1) suffer from a negligible yet positive probability of
error.
• An agreement protocol for dynamically growing inputs. The inputs are subsets of a
prescribed set, and the inputs of non-faulty parties keep growing so that eventually
they all equal some subset. The goal is to agree on a sufficiently large set, called
the core set, that is contained in the inputs of the non-faulty parties. A natural
application
this primitive
is to
agree
on the set -of1992
parties which have sent a
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• An on-line error correcting technique. In contrast to the standard error-correcting
procedures, one gets bits of the perturbed code word on line, in an arbitrary order,
and needs to reconstruct the information as soon as possible.
This Technical Report is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the asynasyn
chronous model, define secure computation, and present some useful writing conventions
for asynchronous protocols. In Section 3 we describe primitives used in our protocols
(both for Fail-Stop and for Byzantine faults). In Sections 4 and 5 we describe and prove
the correctness of our constructions for the Fail-Stop and Byzantine cases, respectively.
In Section 6 we state bounds on the resiliency of secure protocols.
In Appendix A we informally define the running time of asynchronous protocols and
analyze the running time of our protocols. In Appendix B we prove technical lemmas
used in the sequel.

2

Definitions

2.1

The asynchronous model

Consider an asynchronous network of n parties, where every two parties are connected
via a reliable and private communication channel. Messages sent on a channel can be
arbitrarily delayed: however, each message sent is eventually received. Furthermore, the
order in which messages are received on a channel may be different from the order in
which they were sent 1.
1.

It is convenient to regard a computation in our model as a sequence of steps. In
each step a single party is active. The party is activated by receiving a message; it
then performs an internal computation, and possibly sends messages on its outgoing
channels. We consider the order of the steps as controlled by an adversarial entity,
called a scheduler. \Ve allov,' comput.ationally unbounded schedulers. The privacy of
the channels is 'enforced' by considering oblivious schedulers only. The only information
known to these schedulers is the origin and dest.ination (and, possibly, the length) of each
message sent 2 . More formally, an oblivious scheduler is a function 3 D: (N x [12]2)* - N,
with the following interpretation. Given the list. of {length. source, destination} of the i
first messages sent in an execution, in some standard global ordering, function D specifies
the serial number of the next message to be delivered. (The scheduler must deliver every
message exactly once, and cannot deliver unsent messages.)
Some of the parties may become faulty at any time during the run of the protocol.
1 For simplicity, we assume that messages are not duplicated.
2Private channels are useless in the presence of schedulers that have access to the contents of the
messages: for instance, such a scheduler can set the delivery order of the messages so that the first bit
in the first message received by party PI will be the same as the fifth bit in the first message that party
P2 sent on its private channel to P3 ... thus 'breaking' the privacy of this channel.
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We distinguish two types of faults: Fail-Stop and Byzantine. In a Fail-Stop fault, the
faulty party stops sending messages at some time during the computation; however,
we assume that the faulty parties continue receiving messages and have an output. In
Byzantine faults,
faults. the faulty parties may collaborate in any way (e.g., in order to disrupt
the computation). In this Technical Report, we consider only static faults. arnely, the
set of faulty parties is fixed at the beginning of the computation; however, the identity
of the faulty parties is not known to the non-faulty parties. Dynamic faults will be dealt
with in the full version of this work, leading to similar definitions and results. In the
sequel, we colloquially call faulty (resp., non-faulty) parties bad (resp., good).

2.2

Secure asynchronous computation

Roughly speaking, in defining Secure Computation we have two main concerns: the
correctness of the output and the privacy of the inputs of the (good) parties. Several
definitions of Secure Computation exist in the literature. Among these, we note [GMW,
BGW. MR. GL]. In particular, [MR] pointed out some subtle points that were overover
looked in previous definitions. However, all these definitions are relevant to synchronous
networks only. We offer a definition of Secure Computation in an asynchronous netnet
work. Our definition follows ideas presented in [MR] for the synchronous case. First,
we describe the rationale of our definition. Then, we substantiate and formalize this
definition.
We use a standard methodology for defining Secure Computation. First, we envision
an ideal scenario for secure asynchronous distributed computation. In this ideal scenario
a trusted party is added to the network. The parties hand their inputs to the trusted
party: then,
then. the trusted party computes the desired output and hands it back to the
parties. \Ve now say that a computation (in reality) is secure if it is 'equivalent' to a
computation in this ideal scenario. We substantiate our definition in two steps. First,
we give an exact definition of this ideal scenario. Then, we describe and formalize our
notion of 'equi\'alence' of computations.
Let us first consider the "trusted party scenarIO 111
In a synchronous setting.
Let
~ S be a function,
function. for some set S. Recall that we have n parties, of which a
subset B of at most tl parties arc bad. The parties have their corresponding inputs x =
.1'1'" .l'n (party PI has input or,). If Byzantine faults are allowed, then in an initial 'input
substit ution' stage, the bad parties may combine their inputs and alter them; however,
this is done wit hout any knowledge of the inputs of the good parties. Let b be the IBIIBI
vector of the altered inputs of the bad parties, and let y be the n-vector constructed from
the_input i by substituting the entries of the bad parties by the corresponding entries
in b. Then, on the first "clock tick" the parties hand y to the trusted party (party Pi
hands Yi), and on the second "clock tick" the parties receive f(fj)
f(Y) from the trusted party.
Consequently. the good parties output f(fj),
f(Y), and the bad parties output some arbitrary
function of the information gathered during the computation; this information consi~ts
of their inputs, their joint random input (and, consequently, the altered input vector b),
and
the resulting
f(fj).
f(Y). Report CS0755.revised - 1992
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The 'asynchronous version' of the trusted party scenario should be of the same nature;
namely, it should have the effect of adding a trusted party to the existing asynchronous
network. In particular, the following property of the asynchronous setting remains unun
changed, even in the presence of a trusted party. In an asynchronous network with t
potential faults, the good parties (as well as the trusted party) cannot wait to commucommu
nicate with more than n - t parties before deciding on the output of a computation,
since up to t parties may never join the computation! Consequently, unlike synchronous
computations, the output of an asynchronous computation can be based only on some
'core' subset, of size at least n - t, of the inputs. Furthermore, the t inputs that were
left out are not necessarily inputs of bad parties: they can be inputs of slow, however
good parties. 4 5
Therefore, we suggest the following asynchronous trusted party scenario. The initial
'input substitution' stage is the same as in the synchronous scenario described above.
'sched
Next, the parties send their inputs to the trusted party. However, there exists a 'scheduler' that delivers only the messages of the parties in some arbitrary 'core' set of size at
least n - t; this subset, denoted C, is independent of the inputs of the good parties. The
trusted party, upon receiving the (possibly substituted) inputs of the parties in subset
C, computes some predefined "approximation" to the function value, based on C and
the inputs of the parties in C. (For concreteness, we use the following "approximation":
set the inputs of the parties in C to 0, and compute the original function.) In order for
the output to make more sense, the trusted party outputs the subset C as well as the
approximated function value.
Using an additional simplifying convention, we unify the coalition of bad parties and
the scheduler to one adversarial entity. This convention does not increase the adversarial
power in the trusted party scenario, since both the scheduler and the bad parties have
unlimited computational power.
Consequently, the output of the parties in this scenario is the following. On input X,
let b, if and C be as described above; note that C,
C. b are random variables depending on
the strategy of the adversary, and on the inputs and coin tosses of the bad parties only.
Let fe denote the "approximation" of the function f, made by the trusted party. Then,
the good parties output (C, feU!)). As for the bad parties, they output an arbitrary
function of the information gathered in the computation; as in the synchronous case,
this information consists of their inputs. their joint random input (and, consequently, the
altered inputs vector b and the selected core subset C), and the resulting approximation
fe (fj).
We present a formal definition of the output of the parties
scenario. First, we need two technical notations.

III

the trusted party

4Chor and Moscovici [CM] describe this property of the asynchronous model in more detail. FurFur
thermore, they give an exact characterization of the achievable 'tasks' in the presence of a given number
of Fail-Stop faults, when the privacy of the inputs is disregarded.
5 A consequence of this phenomenon is that no asynchronous computation can be "equivalent" to a
computation in the synchronous trusted party scenario.
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x

• For a vector x =
on the indices in

Xl . . . X n

e.

and a set

e ~ [n], let xe
Xc denote the vector x,
X, projected

x

• For an n-vector = Xl • .. X n , a subset B ~ [n], and a IBI-vector Z = ZI •.. zIBI, let
xl(B,Z) denote the vector constructed from vector x by substituting the entries in
B by the corresponding entries from Z.
Csing
rsing these notations, the approximation of function f based on a subset
defined by feUi)
fcUi) = f(xl((;,6))'

e

C

[11] IS

Definition 1 Let A be the domain of possible inputs of the parties, and let R be the
set of possible random inputs. A trusted-party adversary is a quadruple A= (B. h, c, 0),

where:
• B ~ [n] is the set of bad parties,
• h: AIBI x R
• c: AIBI x R

--t

--t

AIBI is an input substitution junction,
function,

{e

• 0: AIBI x R x A

~ [n] I lei;::: n - t} is a core set selection junction,
function,

--t

{O, 1}* is an output junction
function jor
for the bad parties.

Functions hand 0 represent the programs of the bad parties, and function g represents
a combination of the scheduler and the programs of the bad parties.
Definition 2 Let f : An --t A for some domain A. The output of computing function f
in the trusted party scenario with adversary A= (B, h, c, 0) and input X, is an n-vector
T(i, A) = TI (x, A) ... Tn(i, A) of
oj random variables, satisfying
satisjying for every 1 ::; i ::; n:

(- A) = { (e, fj c (Y) )
O(XB, r,!c(y))
r,!c(Y))

T, X,

where

r

i tf- B
iEB

is a joint random input of
oj the bad parties, C = g(1 B , 1'), and fj = 11(B,h(rB,r))'
i I(B,h(rB,r))'

That is, in the trusted party scenario the good parties output the approximated function
value. and the bad parties output some function of their input, their random input, and
the resulting approximation of f. We stress that the output of the good parties and the
output of the bad parties are computed based on the same value of random input r.
Our next step is formalizing the output of a 'real life' computation.
• Let B = (B, /3) denote a coalition of bad parties, where B C [n] is the set of bad
parties and /3 is their joint strategy.
Technion - Computer Science Department - Technical Report CS0755.revised - 1992

• Let Jri(X, B, D) denote the output of party Pi after running protocol Jr on input
= Xt"'Xn (party Pj has input Xj), scheduler D, and with coalition B of bad
parties; note that Jri( B, D) is a random variable over the random inputs of the
parties. Let 7r(x,B,D) = 7rt(x,B,D)
7r}(x,B,D) ... 7rn(x,B,D).
7r n (x,B,D).

x

x,

We define equivalence of a 'real-life' computation to a computation in the trusted
party scenario, in the following way. Informally, we require that whatever the parties
output in the 'real-life' computation, could have been output in the trusted party scenario
as well. Namely, for every 'real-life' coalition of bad parties, and for every 'real-life'
scheduler, there must exist a trusted-party adversary (namely, a coalition of bad parties
combined with a scheduler), such that for every input, the output vector of the 'real-life'
computation is distributed identically to the output vector of the corresponding trusted
party computation.

Definition 3 Let f : An ---+ A for some domain A, and let 7r be a protocol for n parties.
We say that 7r securely t-computes f, in an asynchronous setting, if the following hold,
for every oblivious scheduler D and every coalition B of at most t bad parties.
• Termination: On all inputs, all the good parties terminate the protocol with probprob
ability 1.
• Security: There exists a trusted-party adversary, A, such that for every input
vector Y, the n-vectors T(i, A) and 7r(i, B, D) are identically distributed
Remarks:
• \Ve stress that the two whole output n-vectors must be identically distributed.
Some previous definitions of secur<:> computation [GMW] partitioned the Security
requirement into two separate requirements: (a) the output of the bad parties be
equal in hath scenarios. and (b) the output of the good parties be equal in both
scC'narios. However. [\IR] pointed out that requiring (a) and (b) does not guarantee
secure computation.
• \Ve note that Consensus is a (very limited) special case of secure computation.
The [fLP] impossibility result for deterministic protocols implies that in an asynasyn
chronous network with potential faults there must exist infinite runs of any (ran(ran
domized) protocol reaching Consensus. Thus, we require a secure protocol to terter
minate with probability 1 only.

• If only Fail-Stop faults are allowed, then the protocol of the 'real life' bad parties
only specifies: (a) the conditions upon which the bad parties should stop sending
messages, and (b) the output of the bad parties. Consequently, the input substisubsti
tution function h of the trusted-party adversary will be the identity function.
Technion - Computer Science Department - Technical Report CS0755.revised - 1992

A significantly stronger version of Definition 3 is the following. We require that the
complexity of the trusted-party adversary in the Security condition be polynomial both
in the complexity of the 'real life' scheduler and in the complexity of the program of the
bad parties. This stronger version is needed for defining computational Security (namely,
de
security against computationally bounded adversaries). We note that the protocols described in the sequel satisfy this stronger definition of security.

2.3

Writing asynchronous protocols

'\ie
'Ve review the way in which an asynchronous computation is carried out, and describe
some useful writing conventions for asynchronous protocols. In Section 2.1 we described
an asynchronous computation as a sequence of steps. This is a global, 'external' view
of the computation. From the point of view of a party, a computation is a sequence of
cycles. A cycle is initiated upon receiving a message; it consists of executing an internal
computation, and possibly sending messages to other parties. Once a cycle is completed,
the party waits for the next message. The set of instructions to be executed upon the
receipt of a message is called an asynchronous protocol. These instructions may depend
on t.he internal state of the party, and on the contents of the message received.
However, for clarity of presentation and analysis, our description of an asynchronous

prot.ocol is somewhat different: we partition the protocol into several modules, called
sub-protocols. Each sub-protocol is first presented, and sometimes analyzed, as if it were
the only protocol run by the party. Sub-protocols are combined by letting one subsub
protocols 'call' other sub-protocols during its execution. We present our interpretation
of this writing style of asynchronous protocols.
The party keeps track of the sub-protocols that are currently 'in execution': initially,
only one predefined sub-protocol is 'in execution'; when some sub-protocol is called, it
is added to the sub-protocols 'in execution'.
'Ye assume t hat each message applies to one sub-protocol only. Thus, Upon the
I'C'c('ipt
receipt of a message. the party invokes a cycle of the relevant sub-protocol. If the
r('c('iw'c\ message refers to a sub-protocol which is not 'in execution', then the party
receiw'c\
keeps the message: once the sub-protocol has started, a cycle is invoked for each one of
the kept messages.
\-Ve associate input and output values with each sub-protocol; furthermore, the output
of one
on(' sub-protocol may be the input of another sub-protocol. However, the latter subsub
protocol may be in execution before the former sub-protocol has completed updating
its output; consequently.
consequently, the input of the latter sub-protocol may be changed during its
execution. We call such input a dynamic input; namely, unlike regular input, dynamic
input variables may have different input values in different cycles in the same run of a
sub-protocol.
The variables we use for dynamic input will only have items added to them. It is
convenient
regard
such variables
as Report
monotonically
increasing
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such a variable, and let U(c) denote the set held in U in cycle c of the protocol; then,
for every two cycles c and d such that c precedes d, we have U(c) ~ U(d). We call these
variables accumulative sets. (In the sequel, we will use calligraphic letters (e.g., U) to
denote accumulative sets.)
Using the above conventions, the shorthand "Set a = 7r(b)" stands for: "(a) call
sub-protocol 71', with b for input; (b) let a denote its output". Note that b may be a
dynamic input of 71'; similarly, the output a may be updated as long as sub-protocol 71' is
in execution.
Another shorthand used is the following. Let condition denote some relation (e.g.
'there are at least k elements in the accumulative set '). \Ve use "Wait until condition"
to denote "If condition holds, continue to the next instruction. Else, end this cycle."

3

Primitives

In this section we describe primitives used in our constructions, both in the Fail-Stop
and the Byzantine ;cases. We first define the requirements of each primitive, and then
describe (or give a reference to) an implementation.

3.1

Byzantine Agreement

We present the standard definition of asynchronous Byzantine Agreement. (When the
faults are limited t(j) Fail-Stop, this primitive is sometimes called Consensus.)

Definition 4 Let 71' be an n-party protocol u'here each party has binary input. Protocol
71' is a t-resilient Byzantine Agreement protocol I] the following hold. for cllery input. fvery
scheduler. and eeery coalition of up to t bad parties .
• Termination. With probability 1. all the good parties evclltually complete the
protocol (i.e., terminate locally) .
• Correctness. All the good parties that complele the protocol have an identical
mtfput. Furthermore, if all the good parties hare the same input. denoted (7, then
all the good parties output (7.
Feldman [Fe] describes an (f% l - 1)-resilient asynchronous BA protocol, running in
constant expected time 6 . (f~l - 1)-resilient Consensus can be reached by substituting
the AVSS scheme in [Fe] (or, alternatively, in [CR]) by a simple secret sharing scheme.
(For instance, use the scheme described in Section 4.)
6We definite the running time of an asynchronous protocol in Appendix A.
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3.2

Broadcast

We present a definition of a broadcast protocol.
Definition 5 Let 7r be an n-party protocol initialized by a special party (called the sender).
having input m (the message to be broadcast). Protocol7r is a t-resilient Broadcast protocol
if the following hold, for every input, scheduler, and coalition of up to t bad parties.
• Termination.
1. If the sender is good, then all the good parties eventually complete
the protocol.

2. If any good party completes the protocol, then all the good parties eventually
complete the protocol.
• Correctness. If the good parties complete the protocol, then they do so with a common
output m*. Furthermore, if the sender is good then m* = m.
We stress that the Termination property of Broadcast is much weaker than the TerTer
mination property of Byzantine Agreement: for Broadcast, we do not require that the
good parties complete the protocol, in case that the sender is bad.
In Figure 1 we describe a simple Broadcast protocol for the Fail-Stop model.

Sub-protocol

Be

Code for the sender (on input m):

1. Send (MSG, m) to all the parties, and complete the protocol with output m.
Code for the other parties:
2. Upon receiving the first (MSG,m) or (E('HO,m) message, send (ECHO,m) to
all the parties and complete the protocol with output m.

Figure 1:
I: A simple hroadcast protocol

Proposition 1 Protocol Be is all n-rtsilienl Broadenst protocol.
Proof. If the sender is good, then all good parties receive a (MSG, m) message and
thus complete the protocol with output m. If a good party completed the protocol, with
output m, then it has sent an (ECHO, m) message to all the parties, thus every good
party will complete the protocol with output m. 0
Bracha [Br] describes an U~l - I)-resilient Broadcast protocol for the Byzantine
setting.
For Science
self-containment,
we present
Bracha's
Byzantine
Broadcast (BB) protocol
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in Figure 2.

Sub-protocol BB
Code for the sender (on input m ):
1. send message (MSG, m) to all the parties.

Code for party Pi:
2. Upon receiving a message (MSG, m), send (ECHO, m) to all the parties.

3. Upon receiving n - t messages (ECHO, m') that agree on the value of m',
send (READY, m') to all the parties.
4. Upon receiving t

+ 1 messages (READY, m')

that agree on the value of m',

send (READY, m') to all the parties.
5. Upon receiving n - t messages (READY, m') that agree on the value of m',
send (OK, m') to all the parties and accept message m' as a broadcast message.
Figure 2: Bracha's Broadcast protocol

Convention: in the sequel, we use "party P received an m broadcast" to shorthand
"party P completed a Broadcast protocol with output m". v\le
vVe assume that the identity
of the sender appears in m.

3.3

Agreement on a Core Set

We first illustrate a setting in which an Agreement on a Core Set (ACS) primitive is
needed. Assume each party initiates a Broadcast of some value; next, the parties wish
to agree on a common 'core' set of at least n - 1 parties whose Broadcast has been
sllccessfully completed. Clearly, each good party can wait to (locally) complete T1 - 1
Broadcasts, and keep the senders of these Broadcasts. However, if more than n - 1
Broadcasts havf' been (globally) completed, then we cannot be sure that all the good
parties keep the same set of parties. For this purpose, the parties use the Agreement
on a Core Sct (ACS) primitive: the parties' output of this primitive, when used in this
context, is a common set of at least n -t parties whose Broadcast has been completed.
We proceed to formally define the properties required of an ACS primitive. Recall the
definition of an accumulative set (described in Section 2.3, on page 12): we let ute) denote
the value of variable U in cycle c of the protocol; An accumulative set U is a variable
holding a set, such that for every two cycles c and d, if c precedes d then ute) ~ U(d).
Definition 6 Let m, MEN (in oul contexl, we use m = n - t and M = n), and let
U 1 ••• Un ~ [M] be a collection of accumulative sets, so thal parly Pi has Ui . We say
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that the
collection
is (m,
t)-uniform, if the following hold, for every scheduler and every

coalition of up to t bad parties.
• For every good party Pi there exists a cycle c such that

u/

IU?) I ~

m.

a

) for some cycle a within party Pi,
• For every two good parties Pi and Pj , if k E
then there exists a cycle b within party Pj so that k E
(namely, Pi and PJ will
eventually have Ui = Uj ).

U?)

Definition 7 Let m ~ M, and let r. be an n-party protocol with parameters m,
m,1\.1,
M,
where the input of every good party Pi is an accumulative set Ui . Protocol r. is a tt
resilient protocol for Agreement on a Core Set (with parameters m, M), if the following

hold, for every coalition of up to t bad parties, and every scheduler.
• Termination. If the collection U 1 ... Un is (m, t )-uniform, then with probability 1

all the good parties eventually complete the protocol.
• Correctness. All the good parties complete the p1'Otocoi with a common output
e ~ [M] so that lei ~ m. Furthermore, every good party has e ~ Ut, where Ut

is the value of U upon the completion of protocolr..
An implementation. Let n ~ 3t + 1. Our implementation, with parameters m and
A1, consists of two phases:
Phase I: In the first phase, each party first waits until its dynamic input is of size m;
then, it performs log2 n iterations. In each iteration, the party sends the current contents
of its dynamic input to all the other parties; then, the party collects the sets sent by
the other parties in this iteration, and waits until its dynamic input contains n - t such
sets; then, the party continues to the next iteration. It will be shown below that the
intersection of the dynamic inputs of all the good parties that have completed this phase
is of size at least m. 7
Phase II: In the second phase, the parties concurrently run M Byzantine Agreement
protocols; in the cth Byzantine Agreement, the parties decide whether element c E [M]
will be in the agreed set C. Namely, each party's input to the cth Byzantine Agreement
is 1 iff c belongs to the party's dynamic input; the element c belongs to the set e, iff
the (common) output of the cth Byzantine Agreement is 1. The properties of Byzantine
Agreement assure us that the set
contains the intersection of the dynamic inputs of
all the parties that have completed the first step; therefore, the set
is large enough.

e

e

Remark: Our implementation applies to both the Fail-Stop and the Byzantine settings,
using the appropriate agreement primitive (either BA or Consensus).
Sub-protocol ACS is described in Figure 3.
'This problem of assuring a large intersection of the sets of a uniform collection was previously
addressed by [Fe), as well as [BE]. Both works present partial solutions to this problem: let m = n - t;
Feldman [Fe] made sure that the intersection of the sets held by all the good parties is of size 0( n) (but
not- Computer
necessarilyScience
m); Ben-Or
and El-Yaniv
[BE]Report
made CS0755.revised
sure that the intersection
of the sets held by n - 2t
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good parties is of size at least m.

Sub-protocol ACS[m, M](Ui)
Party Pi acts as follows, on inputs m, M and accumulative set Ui.

1. Wait until lUi
IUdI 2~ m.
~ rl' :S
~ llog nJ
n J do
2. For 0a :S

(a) Send (r,Ui)
(1',Ui) to all the parties.
(b) Let Fr
F{

= {Pj / an (r,Sj)
(1',5j)

message was received from P
Pj}.
j }.

Wait until SJ
5 J ~ Ui for at least n - t parties PJJ E Fr·
F{.
(Note
(N ote that sets Sj
5 j that were not contained in Ui when they were received,
may later be contained in Ui if elements are added to it.)
3. Run M Byzantine Agreement sub-protocols BAl
BAt . .. BAM, with input 1 to BA J
iff jj E Ui.
4. Set C.
C, =
= Ulthe output of BA J is I}.
1}. Wait until C
Ci ~ Ui.

5. Output C
C.i .
Figure 3: ACS - A protocol for Agreement on a Core Set

Proposition 2 Protocol ACS{m,
ACS[m, Al] is
i8 aa min(r, r~l-l)-resilient prolocolfor
protocolfor Agreement
on aa Core Set in a network of n parties,
parti£s, where r is the resilience of the agreement protocol

used.
used.
Proof. \Ve
\-Ve first assert the Termination condition.
condit.ion. Assume that the accumulative sets
•• • U n define an (m.t)-uniform collection.
\,Ve show that every good party Pi will
U 1 ",U
vVe

complet.e the protocol.
eventually complete
completf'd. It can be seen. by induction on the number of
Clearly, Step I will be completed.
iterations. that every iteration in St('p
Step 2 will bf'
be completed: in each iteration r, party
iterat.ions.
P, will eventually receive the (r,
(r,5
5J ) message from ('very
every good party. Furthermore, for
PJ • part.y
party P, will eventually have 5 J ~ U ij (since the collection U 1 •.
•.•• U
Unn
every good party PJ'
is uniform).

Step 3 will be completed with probability 1,
I, since all the Byzantine Agreement pro
pro1. To see that Step 4 will be completed, we note
tocols are completed with probability I.
B A j has output 1, then there exists a good party
that if a Byzantine Agreement protocol BA
Pk that started BA J with j E Uk; thus, party Pi will eventually have j E Ui .
We assert the Correctness property. The unanimity of the outputs of the parties
follows directly from the definition of Byzantine Agreement. Step 4 of the protocol
e ~ Ut, within each good party Pi. It is left to show that ICI
lei ~ m.
assures us that C
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Let Ui denote the value of accumulative set U i upon completion of iteration r of Step

Ur

2 by party Pi. We show by induction on r that every set D of at most 2r good parties,
all of which have completed iteration r, satisfies I njED U;I 2:
~ m.
The base of induction (r = 0) is immediate from Step 1 of the protocol. For the
induction step, consider a set D of up to 2r good parties. We first observe that for every
two parties Pj , Pk E D, we have IF; n F[I 2:
~ t + 1, since n 2:
~ 3t + 1 and IF;I 2:
~ n - t
for each j. Therefore, there exists at least one good party PI E F; n F[; we call Pt an
arbiter of Pj and Pk . Party Pj (resp. Pk ) has received the (r, 5d message; furthermore,
Ur- I ~ 51. Thus, Ur- I ~ [/; (resp. Ur- 1I ~ Uk).
Consider an arbitrary partition of the set D to pairs of parties, choose an arbiter for
each pair, and let D' be the set of these arbiters; thus, ID'I ~ 2r - 1l . By the induction
hypothesis, we have m ~ I njED' U;-II. Every party in D has an arbiter in D', thus
njED,U;-1 ~ nJEDU;, Therefore, we have m ~ I njED U;I.
Let D be the set of good parties that start Step 3 of the protocol, and let C
by the above induction, we have lei 2:
~ m. For every j E C, the inputs of
all the good parties to the BA j protocol is 1. Therefore, by the definition of Byzantine
~ m. 0
Agreement, the output of every BA J protocol is 1. Thus, (; ~ e and lei 2:
njEDujogn;

e

4

Fail-Stop faults

We show how to securely t-compute any function whose input is partitioned among n
parties, when n 2:
~ 3t + 1 and the faults are Fail-Stop. Our costruction follows the outline
of the first [BGW]
[BGVY] construction (namely, the construction resilient against bad parties
which only try to gather information but otherwise follow the protocol).
Let F be a finite field known to the parties with IFI > n, and let f : Fn ---4 F be the
computed function. (Namely, we restrict our discussion to functions where the input of
each paTty. as well as the function value, are field elements. We note that no generality
is lost in this restriction: if the range of the computed function does not 'fit into' F, then
the funct ion can be part itioned into several functions whose range is F. Furthermore, a
party can han> more than one field element for input; in this case, it executes a different
copy of t he protocol for each field clement.)
\'Ve aSSUI1lE' that the parties have an arithmetic circuit computing f; the circuit concon
sists of additioll and multiplication gates of in-degree 2 (we regard adding a constant as
a special case of addition). All the computations in the sequel are done in F.
An outline of the protocol follows. Let Xi be the input of Pi. As a first step, each
party shares its input among the parties, using a technique similar to Shamir's secret
sharing scheme [Sh]. (Namely, for each party Pi that successfully shared its input, a
random polynomial Pi(') of degree t is generated, so that each party Pj has Pi(j) and
Pi(O) is Pi'S input value. We say that Pi(j) is P/s share of Pi(O).) Next, the parties agree,
using protocol ACS, on a core set
of parties that have successfully shared their input.
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Once C is computed, the parties proceed to compute fdi), in the following way. First,

e

the input values of the parties not in C are set to a default value, say 0; then, the parties
evaluate the given circuit, gate by gate, in a way described below. Note that the output
of the protocol is fixed once the set C is fixed.
fixed .
For each gate, the parties use their shares of the input lines to jointly and securely
'generate' a random polynomial p(.) of degree t such that every party Pi computes p(i),
and p(O) is the output value of this gate. (Namely, p(i) is Pi'S share of the output line
of this gate.) Once enough parties have computed their shares of the output line of
the entire circuit, the parties reveal their shares of the output line, and interpolate the
output value.
In the rest of this section, we describe our construction in more detail. First, we
describe the Global-Share and Reconstruct sub-protocols. Next, we describe the evaluaevalua
tion of a linear gate and of a multiplication gate. Finally, we put all the pieces together
to describe the main protocol, and prove its correctness.
When presenting each sub-protocol, we describe the good parties' outputs of the
sub-protocol. We postpone the formal proof of security to Section 4.5.

4.1

Global-Share and Reconstruct

The Global-Share sub-protocol, denoted GShare, consists of two phases. First, each
party shares a secret among the parties; next, the parties use an ACS sub-protocol in
order to agree on a set, of size at least n - t, of parties that have successfully shared
their secret. Party Pi'S output of the GShare sub-protocol is the set of parties that have
successfully shared their inputs, along with the ith share of the input of each of the
parties in this set.
This sub-protocol is applied once at the beginning of the protocol (where each party
shares its input of the main protocol), and twice in each invocation of the sub-protocol for
computing a multiplication gate (see Section 4.3). Sub-protocol GShare has a 'security
parameter', d. This parameter will be set to either l or 2l, according to the context in
which the sub-protocol is activated. Sub-protocol GShare is presented in Figure 4.
We note that the accumulative sets C 1 ... en of Step :2 define an (n - t. l )-uniform
collection. Thus, all the good parties complete protocol ACS (and, hence, the entire
GShare sub-protocol) with the desired output. Furthermore, the bad parties have no
information about the values shared by the good parties.
In the Reconstruct sub-protocol, described in Figure 5, the parties reconstruct a
secret from its shares. The parameters of this sub-protocol are the 'security parameter'
d, and a set R of the parties to which the secret is to be revealed. Party Pi'S input is the
i-th share of the secret, denoted Si. The Reconstruct sub-protocol is invoked once for
every multiplication gate, and once at the end of the protocol. (Parameter R is necessary
[n].)
in the multiplication gate invocation. In the other invocation it is set to R = [nJ.)
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We note that if d + 1 :S n - t then a Reconstruct sub-protocol that is run by all the

Sub-protocol GShare[d](xi)
Party Pi acts as follows, on inputs

X ll

d.

1. "Share xi":
(a) Choose a random polynomial h i (·) of degree d, such that hi(O)
For each 1 ~ j ~ n, send hi(j) to party Pj.

= XI'

(b) Broadcast 'Party Pi completed sharing'.
2. Upon receiving the share Si,j of Pi's secret and the 'Party p) completed
sharing' broadcast, add j to a set C. of parties that have successfully shared
their secret.
Set C =ACS[n - t, n](C i ).
3. Output C, and {St,)lj E C}.
Figure 4: GShare - The global sharing sub-protocol

Sub-protocol Reconstruct[d, Rj( Si)
Party Pi acts as follows. on in pu t
1. Send

Si

2. If Pi

~

SI'

and parameters d E {t. 2t} and R <; {PI,"" Pn }.

to all the parties in R.

R, output O.

Otherwise, upon receiving d + 1 values (value v) from party Pj), interpolate a
polynomial Pi(') of degree d such that p(j) = v) for each received value v).
Output Pi(O).

FigurE' 5: Reconstruct - The reconstruction sub-protocol
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Let 5 be i-multipliable by A. Then, the protocol described in Figure 6 'multiplies
inputs in 5 by the matrix A'. Let xES. The parties first execute a GShare sub-protocol
(applied on the input vector x); once the common set G is computed, each party locally
computes A c . Next, the parties run n Reconstruct sub-protocols; in the ith Reconstruct,
the parties let Pi compute [xc' Acl tl by sending him the appropriate linear combination
of their shares,
Sub-protocol MAT(Xi, A)
Party Pi acts as follows, on input

X ll

and matrix A.

1. Set (G, {SI,)U
{SI,JU E e}) =GShare[t](x;).
Enumerate G = g) , ... ,glcl, and let Si =

SI,91 ...
••.

Si,9IGI'

2. Compute Ac.
3. For 1 ~ k ~ n, set Yk =Reconstruct([si ·Ac]k.t,{k}).
Output YI'

Figure 6: MAT - A sub-protocol for multiplying the input by a fixed matrix

We say that an input vector i is d-generated if there exists a polynomial P(·) of degree
d satisfying XI = P(i) for every i; the set of possible inputs of the degree-reduction step
is the set of 2t-generated vectors.
Proposition 3 Let At be the 17
n x

matrix introduced in [SGW]. Then, the set of 2t2t
generated 17-veetors
n-veetors is t-multipliable by At, '(L'hen
,(L'hen 17n 2: 3t + 1.
11

Proof. Recall that matrix At used in [SeWl is constructed as At = V-I TV, where V
J, and T is constructed by setting
is a (Vandermonde) 11 X n matrix defined hy \i'J
\i,) = ii),
all but the first t + 1 rows of a Unit matrix to O. (Let d. c be as definf'c.1 ahove. To see
that J. M = C, note that J. V-I is the coefficients \'ector of the polynomial D(·); thus
J. V-IT is the coefficients vector of C(·). and ([. \'-ITV = c.)
Let G ~ [n]
[17] with IGI 2: 17n - t, and let G = gl .. ,mCI' ~latrix Alc is constructed as
follows. Let the IC'I x IC'I matrix VC be the matrix V projected on the indices in G;
namely, ~~5 = (g;)J. Next, construct the IC'I x 11 matrix \> by appending n - IC'I zero
columns to (V c )-). Finally, set M c = ~'TV, where T is defined above.

Since n 2: 3t + 1, we have IC'I 2: 2t + 1; it can be verified that in this case, Xc ' V is,
once again, the coefficients vector of D(·) (namely, xc' f/
fl = x· V-I). Thus, xcVTV =
x· V-lTV = x· Al as required, 0
Combining the Randomization and Degree-reduction steps, we derive a sub-protocol
for
computing
a multiplication
sub-protocol,
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Sub-protocol MUL(aj,bj)
MUL(ai,b i )

Pa.rty Pi acts as follows, on inputs aj,
ai, bi.
bj.
1. Set (G' , {hi,jlj
{hj,jlj E G / }) =GShare[2t](O).
Let dii = a, . b, + LjECI
LjECI hi,j.
hi,j.

2. Let Mnxn be the matrix introduced in [BGW].
Set Ci =MAT(d" M).
Output c,.
Figure 7: MUL - A sub-protocol for computing a multiplication gate

4.4

The main protocol

Let f : Fn - t F be given by an arithmetic circuit A.
computing f is described in Figure 8.

Our protocol for securely tt

Theorem 1 Let f : Fn - t F, for some field F with IFI > n, and let A be a circuit
computing f. Then, protocol FScompute[A] securely t-computes f in a network of n
parties, provided thai only Fail-Stop faults are a.llowed and n ~ 3t + 1.

4.5

Proof of correctness

Let D be a scheduler, and let B = (B,(3) be a coalition of up to t Fail-Stop bad parpar
ties. The Termination and Security properties of protocol FScompute[A] are asserted in
Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2, respectively.

4.5.1

Termination

Let us use FS to shorthand protocol FScompute[A]. We show that for every input X,
with probability 1 all the good parties terminate protocol FS.
Protocol FS consists of several invocations of sub-protocols GShare and Reconstruct;
if a good party terminates all these invocations, then this party terminates the entire
protocol as well. 'vVe have seen that a Reconstruct sub-protocol always terminates,
provided that n ~ 3t + 1. If all the Consensus sub-protocols invoked in a GShare subsub
protocol terminate. then the GShare sub-protocol terminates as well.
defi
Each one of these Consensus sub-protocols terminates with probability 1, by the definition of Consensus. Thus, with probability 1, all the Consensus sub-protocols invoked in
the
entire protocol
terminate;- Technical
therefore,
with CS0755.revised
probability 1,- all
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terminate as well.

Protocol FScompute[A](xi)

Party Pi
P, acts as follows, on local input

Xi,

and given circuit A.

1. Set (C, {SI,)1j
{St,)lj E C}) =GShare[t](xi)'
=GShare[t](xd.

For a line [I in the circuit, let [(i)
I(i) denote the share of party Pi in the value of this
line. If [I is the jth input line of the circuit, then set [(i)
I(i) = Si,) if j E C, and
[(i)
I(i) =
= 0 otherwise.

2. For each gate 9 in the circuit, wait until the ith shares of all the input lines of 9
are computed. Then, do the following.
(a) If 9 is an addition gate with output line [I and input lines [1
[2,
II and 1
2 , then set
l(i) = I\i)
[(i)
Iii) + I~i).
[~i).
(b) If 9 is a multiplication gate [=
[11 .1
'[2,
[(i) =MUL(lii),[~i)).
I= 1
=MUL(l\i),I~i)).
2 , then set I(i)
3. Let lout
[out be the output line of the circuit.
I~~t is computed, send 'Ready' to all the parties.
parties .
Once [~~t
(The only role of the 'Ready' messages is simplifying the proof of correctness,
below.)

..t.
--I. \Nait
\,yait to receive n - It 'Ready' messages.
(i)
Set y =Reconstruct(lout,
= Reconstruct(lout, t, [n])
[n])..
.S.
5. Output (C, y).

Figure 8: FScompute - The protocol for Fail-Stop faults
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4.5.2

Security

We present a trusted-party adversary A = (B', h, c, 0), so that for every input X, we
have T(X, A) =FS(x, 5, D). (The notations A and r(·, '), as well as 7l'-(-",.) for a protocol
7l' (here 7l' =FS), were defined in Section 2.2, on page 10.)
Construction of the trusted-party adversary. Adversary A is constructed as folfol
lows. Let the set, B', of bad parties in the trusted party scenario be B' = B. The input
substitution function h, the core set selection function c and the output function 0 are
computed via the following simulation of protocol FS.
On input XB' and random input r, extend XBI to an n-vector x' by filling the extra
entries with, say, zeros. Partition r into n sections rl ... r n , and let i = rl ... r n . Simulate
an execution of protocol FS with coalition 5, scheduler D, and with x;
x; as input and ri
ri
as random input of each party Pi. Let C be the core set decided upon in the GShare
sub-protocol of Step 1 of the protocol. For each Pi E C, let Yi be the value shared by
Pi (namely, y, = Xi); for Pi tf. C, let Yi = O. Let y = Yl ... Yn' Set h(XB, r) = YB,
Ya, and
c( XB, r) = C. 9
Our next step is computing the output function 0 of the bad parties in the trusted
party scenario. The inputs to this function are XB, r, and fe(Y). (Recall that fc(y)
fdy)
is the value received from the trusted party). We continue the above simulation of
protocol FS, with the following modification. Step 3 of the protocol assures us that by
the time the first good party starts executing the Reconstruct sub-protocol of Step 4, at
least t + 1 good parties have computed their share of the output line. In the proof of
Lemma 2 below, we show that these shares determine a unique polynomial of degree t;
let p( .) denote this polynomial. lO Once the first good party reaches the final Reconstruct
sub-protocol, the simulator computes the above polynomial p(.), and chooses a random
polynomial, p'(.), of degree t, such that p'(O) = fc(y), and p'(i) = p(i) for every bad party
Pi. In the simulated run, every good party Pj executes the last Reconstruct sub-protocol
with input p'(j), instead of p(j). Let tv denote the output of the bad parties after this
simulated run of protocol FS. Set O(XB, r,fc(y)) = lV. 11
Validity of the trusted-party adversary. It is left to show that for every input vector
x, the output vector FS(x, 5, D) of the parties in the 'real' computation has the same
distribution as the output vector T(i,
r(i, A) of the parties in the trusted party scenario. An
outline of our proof follows. First, we define the bad parties' view of a computation. This
notion captures the information gathered by the bad parties during the computation,
combined with the information seen by the scheduler. In Lemma 1 below, we show that
9Since the faults are Fail-Stop, we could let the input substitution function h be the identity function.
However, this construction is valid for the proof of Theorem 3 (Security of the Byzantine protocol) as
fdYl; in the sequel, we leave the subscript C for clarity.
well. Note that fUj)
IOStep 3 of the algorithm is a technical step whose purpose is making the fact that pC) is fixed at this
stage more obvious. It can be seen that, even without Step 3, by the time the first good party starts
executing the last Reconstruct sub-protocol, at least n - 2t good parties have computed their shares of
the output line.
liThe output of the bad parties is defined as the contents of their output tapes after all the messages
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=

the bad parties' view of the real computation has the same distribution as their view
of the execution simulated by the trusted-party adversary. We complete our proof by
showing that whenever the bad parties' view of the real execution equals their view of
the simulated execution, then the output vector of all the parties in the real execution
equals the output vector of all the parties in the trusted party scenario.
We proceed to define the view. First, define the transcript of a computation. The
transcript U consists of the inputs of all the parties, their random inputs i, and the
entire communication among the parties. The communication is organized in events; each
event, e, consists of a message received by a party, and its corresponding responses. The
order of events is induced by the order of delivery of the messages, set by the scheduler.
Namely, we have

x

We partition each message in protocol FS to its contents and its frame. The contents
of a message consists of the elements of the field F, appearing in this message. The
frame of a message is the message itself where each field element is replaced by a 'blank'.
In particular, the frame contains the type of the message, the name of the sub-protocol
and invocation that the message belongs to, and the identity of the sender. Messages
that do not contain any field elements have empty contents. (Informally, the scheduler
sees only the frame of each message sent, while the receiver sees the entire message.) 12

x,

Let S be a set of parties, and let U =
i, (01, ••. ,ek be a transcript of some comcom
putation. The view of the computation, as seen by the parties in S, is the sequence
Us = is, is. fl .... , fk, where Xs is the inputs of the parties in S and is is their random
inputs. Each
is a semi-event; namely, if the recipient party of event
is in S, then
consists of the full received message and the subsequent responses. Otherwise, consists
of only the frame of the received message and responses.

e,

ei

ei

ei

We note that the bad parties' view contains all the information gathered by the bad
parties during the relevant computation. In par~icular. the bad parties' output of a
computation is a function of their view only. Let 0 denote this function.
Fix an input vector x. Define the random \'ariable W for each random input i, set
p as the bad parties' view of the execution of protocol FS on input X, random input
j-:. scheduler D, and coalition B. Let the random variable p' be similarly defined, with
respect to the simulated protocol described above. In Lemma 1 below we show that f.lI-l
and p' have the same distribution:

Lemma 1 Fir a scheduler, a coalition of bad parties, and an input vector. Then, the
corresponding random variables f.lI-l and /i' are identically distributed.
(The proof of Lemma 1 is given at the end of this section.)
12Note that this partitioning of a message to its contents and frame is specific to protocol FS. A more
general definition may let the frame of a message be its length only. However, the present definition of
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It is left to show that the following two quantities are equal, with respect to every
possible view, V, of the bad parties (i.e., every view V in the support set of 11
p and 1l')P
p')P
(a) The output of all the parties after an execution of protocol FS, when the view of
the bad parties is \i.
(b) The output of all the parties in the trusted party scenario with the adversary A
described above, when the bad parties' view of the simulated execution is V.
• Equality is proven by showing that in both cases, the output of the bad parties is

O(V), and the output of the good parties is (C,fe(fj)), where C is the core set appearing
in V and y is the substituted input vector defined above. (Note that both C and yare
uniquely determined by x and V).
Case (a) (an ~xecution of protocol FS): The bad parties output O(V), by the definidefini
tion of function O. In Lemma 2 below, we show that the good parties output feW).
Case (b) (the trusted party scenario): By the definition of the output of the parties in
the trusted party scenario (Definition 2 on page 10), the good parties output (C, feW)),
and the bad parties output O(XB, r, Jc(y));
fc(y)); in the above construction of A, we have set
O(i B J, fc(y)) = O( V). 0

Lemma 2 Fir some scheduler and coalition of bad parties. Consider an execution of
protocol FS on input
and let C and y be the quantities defined above. with respect to
this erecution. Then, the good parties' output of this execution is fe(f;).

x,

Proof. For each line l in the computed circuit, let VI be the value of this line when the
input of the circuit is y. Let IOllt denote the output line of the computed circuit; since
the circuit computes the function f, we have Vl out = f(fj)
fW) = fc(Y)·
fc(y)·
Consider an execution of protocol FS as in the Lemma. For each line, I, let PI(') be
the lowest degree polynomial such that the share of each good party Pi in this line, in
this eXf'cut ion. is ]ld i). It can be seen, by induction on the structure of the circuit, that
every PI(') is of dcgref' at most l and that PI(O) = l't: each line is either an input line,
an out put of a linear gate, or an output of a multiplication gate. These cases were dealt
with in the sections describing the initial commit, the linear gate, and the multiplication
gate sub-protocol. respectively. Thus, in the final Reconstruct sub-protocol, the good
parties retrieve (and output) Plout(O) = Vl ou ' = fdY). D
0
Proof of Lemma 1. \Ve show, by induction on the number of communication events,
that every prefix of Il has the same distribution as the corresponding prefix of 11'
p' with
the same number of events.
We use the following notations. For every i ~::: 0, let Ili denote the prefix of 11
Il that
ends after the ith semi-event. Let p~
Il~ be similarly defined with respect to 11'.
p'. Fix an
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13We use \/ to shorthand U B.

instance, Vi, of tti, and let ti+1 be the random variable describing the distribution of the
(i + l)th semi-event in tt, given that the corresponding prefix of tt is Vi,
Vi. Namely, for each
semi-event e,
Prob(ti+l = e) = Prob(tti+l = (Vi, e) I tti = Vi).
Recall that each semi-event consists of a received message and the subsequent response
messages. Let O"i+l and Ti+l be the random variables having the distributions of the
received message and the response messages in ti+l, respectively. Let <+1' O"~+I' and <+1
be similarly defined with respect to tt'.
For the base of induction, we note that xa = xs, and both random inputs i a and
are uniformly distributed; thus, (xa,ia ) and (xs,i ' ) are identically distributed.
For the induction step, we show that for every i 2 0 and for every instance
random variables ti+l and t:+ 1 are identically distributed.

vi,

-?a
the

First, note that Vi contains all the information seen by the scheduler when delivering
the (i + 1)st message. Therefore, the frame of the (i +1)st message is uniquely determined
by Vi.
Vi, In particular, the sender (resp. the recipient) of the (i + l)st message is the same
party in both computations. We distinguish two cases:
(a) The recipient party is good. In this case, it is left to show that the frames of
the response messages sent in this event are identically distributed. However, it can be
seen, by observing the protocol, that the frames of the messages sent by a good party are
uniquely determined by the frames of the messages received by this party so far; these
frames are part of the common instance Vi of the prefixes tt, and tt:.
(b) The recipient party is bad. Clearly, if the received messages O"i+1 and O"~+I are
identically distributed, then the response messages Ti+1 and T:+ I are identically disdis
tributed as well. If the sender is bad, then entire received message is explicitly written
in the instance vi, which is the same in both computations. It remains to consider the
case in which the sender is good. We have that the frames of 0", and 0"; are equal. We
show that the contents of 0", and O"~ are identically distributed.
Every message in protocol FS belongs either to some invocation of sub-protocol
GShare, or to some invocation of sub-protocol Reconstruct. We consider these two
cases separately. In the sequel, we say that a random variable is a semi-random polynopolyno
mial of degree d, if its instances are polynomials of degree at most d, such that all the
coefficients other than the free coefficient are uniformly and independently distributed.
(The free coefficient may have any distribution.)

GShare messages. The only messages of a GShare sub-protocol having non-empty
contents are shares of some secret. However, the bad parties receive only up to
t shares of each secret shared by a good party, namely up to t shares of a semisemi
random polynomial of degree t. Consequently, both in tt and in tt' the contents is
distributed uniformly and independently over the field F, regardless of the shared
values.
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In an invocation of Reconstruct, the bad parties receive n shares of a semi-random

polynomial p(.) of degree t. Thus, the contents of the first t messages are uniformly
distributed, both in p and in p'. The contents of the other messages are uniquely dede
termined by the t shares known to the bad parties (namely, the contents of the first t
messages of the same invocation), and the free coefficient of p(.). Thus, it suffices to
show that the free coefficient of p(-) (namely, the output of this invocation of ReconRecon
struct) is identically distributed in p and p'. We distinguish two types of invocations of
Reconstruct: a Reconstruct within a multiplication step (namely, a Reconstruct invoked
in Step 3 of sub-protocol MAT), and the final invocation of Reconstruct, in Step 4 of
protocol FS.
Reconstruct as a part of a multiplication step. Consider an invocation of sub-protocol
MUL (see Figure 7 on page 24). We show that the bad parties' outputs of the t
invocations of Reconstruct, along with the contents of the other messages of this
invocation of MUL, received by the bad parties, are uniformly and independently
distributed, regardless of the values of the input lines of the corresponding multimulti
plication gate.
The polynomial H(-) generated by the parties in the Randomization phase (Step
1 of sub-protocol MUL) is a semi-random polynomial of degree 2t, with zero free
coefficient. The contents of the GShare messages of Step 1 received by the bad
parties add up to t shares of the polynomial H (-). Fix some arbitrary polynomials
AC) and BC) associated with the input lines of the corresponding multiplication
gate, and let D(-) = H(-) + A(·) . B(·). Then, both in p and in {I', DC) is a
semi-random polynomial of degree 2t with some fixed free coefficient.
The data gathered by the bad parties during the entire invocation of ivlUL consists
of t shares of the semi-random polynomial D(·), along with t shares of the truntrun
cation polynomial C(·) (namely, the outputs of the t invocations of Reconstruct).
Let s = A(O) . 8(0). Lemma 3 below shows that for each sequence of 2l field eleele
ments gathered by the bad parties there exists a unique instance of DC) (namely,
a unique polynomial of degree 2t whose free coefficient is s), that generates this
sequence. Consequently, the sequence of 2l field-elements gathered by the bad
parties is uniformly distributed, both in p and in It'. \4
Final Reconstruct. Let C be the core set determined by \.:, and let y be the subsub
stituted input vector described above. By Lemma 2, the parties' output of the
final Reconstruct in a computation of protocol FS is Jdyl By the construction of
the trusted-party adversary A, the parties' output of the final Reconst r\l(t in the
simulated execution is also JeW).
This concludes our proof that p and pi have the same distribution.

0

Lemma 3 (Technical Lemma). Let F be a finite field with IFI > d, and let s E F. Then
for erery sequence VI, ...• Vd. U\, ...• Ud of field-elements, there exists a unique polynomial
p(.) oj degree 2d with p( 0) = s, such that:
Technion - Computer Science Department - Technical Report CS0755.revised - 1992

141n Lemma 3 we assume. without loss of generality, that the bad parties are P j ,

••. ,

Pl'

1. ForI

~i~d,

wehavep(i)=vj.

2. For 1 ~ i ~ d, we have q(i) = Uj, where q(.) is the truncation ofp(·) to degree d.
(Namely, the coefficients of q(.) are the coefficients of the d + 1 lower degrees of
p(. ).)
Proof. See Appendix B. 0

5

Byzantine faults

As in the Fail-Stop case, let the computed function be f : Fn - F, and assume that
the parties have an arithmetic circuit computing f. We describe an n party protocol
for securely i-computing f in an asynchronous network with arbitrary (i.e., Byzantine)
faults. provided that n 2: 4t + 1.
We follow the outline of the Fail-Stop protocol, modifying its components to the
Byzantine setting. First, we extend Shamir's Secret Sharing scheme (used for FailFail
Stop faults) to an Asynchronous Verifiable Secret Sharing (AVSS) scheme. Next, The
multiplication step is adapted to a Byzantine setting.
In our protocol we do not use the AVSS scheme as such: in an AVSS scheme, the
dealer shares a secret among the parties; later, the parties reconstruct the secret from
its shares. In our protocol, the parties' shares of the secret are further processed, and
the reconstructed secret is different than the shared secret (much as in the Fail-Stop
case). [\;evertheless,
f\;evertheless, for clarity and completeness, we first define AVSS and describe a
stand-alone AVSS scheme; the components of this scheme will be used in the Byzantine
prot.ocol.
Our AVSS scheme, as well as the multiplication step sub-protocol, makes use of error
correcting techniques for Generalized Reed-Solomon (GRS) codes. In the AVSS scheme
we describe a procedure, run locally by each party, that enables the party to locate and
correct. in an 'on-line' fashion. erroneous or missing messages in a sequence of received
messages. In the multiplicat.ion step. a GRS code-word is generated, so that each party
holds a piece of this code-word. Each party shares its piece, using AVSS; then, the parties
agree, without learning further information, on a set of parties whose shared pieces are
indeed the pieces of the original code-\vord.

5.1

AVSS

We define Verifiable Secret Sharing in an asynchronous setting (AVSS), and describe an
AVSS scheme. Our AVSS scheme is resilient against i faults in a network of n parties,
as long as n 2: 4i + 1.
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Our construction uses ideas appearing in [BGW,FM,Fe,CR]. In particular, [Fe] and
[CR] describe different AVSS schemes, for n ~ 4t + 1 and n ~ 3t + 1, respectively. HowHow
ever, in those schemes the parties have a small probability of error in reconstructing the
secret, whereas our scheme has no probability of error. (Using those scheme in our propro
tocol would introduce a probability of error in the parties' output of the entire protocol,
whereas we allow no probability of error in our definition of secure computation.)
In Section 5.1.1 we define AVSS. In Sections 5.1.2 through 5.1.4 we describe our AVSS
scheme. In Section 5.1.5 we prove the correctness of our scheme.

5.1.1

A definition

A Verifiable Secret Sharing scheme (either synchronous or asynchronous) consists of two
sub-protocols: a sharing sub-protocol, in which a dealer shares a secret among the other
parties, and a reconstruction sub-protocol, in which the parties reconstruct the secret
from its shares. An AVSS scheme should have the following properties: first, a good
dealer should be able to share a secret in a reconstructible way. Furthermore, if one
good party accepts a sharing of a secret, then all the good parties accept this sharing,
and a unique secret will be reconstructed (even if the dealer is bad). Finally, if the
dealer is good, then the shared secret should remain unknown to the bad parties, as long
as no good party has started the reconstruction sub-protocol. The following definition
formalizes these requirements in our asynchronous setting.

Definition 9 Let (5, R) be a pair of sub-protocols such that each good party that comcom
ph /es sub-protocol 5 subsequently invokes sub-protocol R with its local output of sllbsllb
protocol S as local input. We say that (5, R) is at-resilient AVSS scheme for n parties if
/hf following holds, for every coalition of up to t bad parties, and every scheduler.

1. If the dealer is good, then every good player will eventually comcom
• Termination.
plde sub-protocol S.
I')

If some good party has completed sub-protocol 5. then all the good parties will
f'l'cn/ually complete sub-protocol S.

3. If a good party has completed sub-protocol S, then it will complete sub-protocol
R.
• Correctness. Once the first good party has completed sub-protocol S, a unique value,
r. is find, stlch /hat:
1. If the dealer is good, sharing a secret s, then r = s.
6)

All the good parties output r. (Namely, r is the retrieved secret.)

• Secrecy. If the dealer is good and no good party has begun executing sub-protocol R,
then the bad parties have no information about the shared secret.
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Remark. We stress that a good party is not required to complete sub-protocol 5
in case that the dealer is bad. (We do not distinguish between the case where a good
party did not complete sub-protocol 5, and the case where a good party has completed
5 unsuccessfully.)

5.1.2

An AVSS scheme

We start with an outline of our scheme. Roughly speaking, the sharing sub-protocol
(denoted V-Share) consists of three stages: first, each party waits to receive its share of
the secret from the dealer. Next, the parties jointly try to verify that their shares define
a unique secret. Once a party is convinced that a unique secret is defined, it locally
computes and outputs a 'corrected share' of the secret (using the information gathered
in the verification stage).
In the reconstruction sub-protocol (denoted V-Recon).
V-Recon), each party sends its share to
the parties in some predefined set R (the set R is an external parameter with the same
role as in the Fail-Stop case). Next, each party in R waits to receive enough shares to
uniquely determine a secret, and outputs the reconstructed secret.
Our AVSS scheme has the following property. There exists a polynomial p(.) of degree
t such that each good party Pi'S output of the V-Share sub-protocol is p(i), and p(O) is
the shared secret. This property is at the heart of our construction for Byzantine faults.

5.

We turn to describing the V-Share sub-protocol in more detail. To share a secret,
the dealer chooses at random a polynomial h(·,·) of degree t in two variables such

that h(O,O) =

5,15

and sends each party Pi the i-degree polynomials fi(') ~ h(i,·) and

9i(') ~ h(·, i). Each party Pi now sends a verification message VI,) = fi(j) to each
party Pj . If the verification message sent from Pi to Pj is correct, then party Pj has
VI,) = fi(j) = h( i, j) = 9j (i); in this case Pj 'confirms party Pi' by Broadcasting (OK, j, i).
Party Pi accepts the shared secret when it finds a large enough set of parties that have
confirmed each other in a 'dense' enough manner. described beIO\",..
beIO\';".
We describe each party's view of the 'OK'
-OK' Broadcasts in terms of a graph. Namely,
let the OI~, graph be the (undirected) graph 0\"('1' the nodes [n].
[n], where an edge (j, k)
exists if party Pi completed both the (OK.j,k) Broadcast (initiated by p)), and the
(OK,k,j) Broadcast (initiated by Pj). Define an (n.i)-star in a graph: 16

Definition 10 Let G' be a graph over the nodes [n]. We say ihat a pair (C, D) of sets
(n. t)-star in G, if the following hold:
such that C ~ D ~ [n] is an (n,

• ICI 2:
15

11 -

2t
t

I

.

.

.

Namely, h(x, y) = Li=O
L;=o Lj=o hi,jx'yl,
h;,jx'yl, where hho,o
s, and all the other coeffiCients hO,I, ... , hl,1
ooo = S,
are chosen uniformly and independently over F.
160urScience
definition
of an (n,- i)-star
is different
than the "standard"
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• IDI

~

n- t

• for every j E C and every kED the edge (j, k) exists in G.
(In the sequel, we use star to shorthand (n,t)-star.) Party Pi accepts a shared secret
when it finds a star in its OK t graph. Lemma 4 on page 41 below implies that, provided
that n ~ 4t + 1, the shares of the good parties in a star in the 0 K i graph define a unique
polynomial of degree t in two variables; Lemma 5 implies that the polynomials defined
by the stars of every two parties are equal. Thus, once a good party finds a star, a unique
secret is defined.
Remark: conceptually, we could have let a party wait to have a clique of size n - t
(instead of a star) in its OI\: graph, before accepting a shared secret: if the dealer is good,
then the OK graph will eventually contain such a clique. However, finding a maximum
size clique in a graph is an NP-complete problem. Instead, the party will try to find
a star: in Section 5.1.3 we describe an efficient procedure for finding a (n, t)-star in a
graph, provided that the graph contains a clique of size n - t.
\Ve want to make sure that if a good party finds a star in its OK graph, then all the
good parties will find a star, even when the dealer is bad and the OK graph does not
contain a clique. For this purpose, upon finding a star, the party sends it to all the other
parties; upon receiving an (OK,·,,) Broadcast, a party that has not found a star checks
whether any of the suggested stars is indeed a star in its OK graph. Note that an edge
in the OK graph of a good party will eventually be an edge in the OK graph of every
good party (since all the (OK",,) messages are Broadcasted); thus, a star in the OK
graph of some good party will eventually be a star in the OK graph of every other good
party.
Party Pi's output of sub-protocol V-Share will be hi(O, i), where h i(·,·) is the (unique)
polynomial defined by the star found by Pi. If Pi is a member of its own star, then the
polynomial gi(') that Pi received from the dealer satisfies gi(') = hie, i), and Pi outputs
gi(O). If Pi is not. a member of its own star, then gi(') may be erroneous (possibly, Pi
didn't even receive gi(')') Therefore. upon finding a star (C,
(C;, D i ), and if Pi ~ D i , then
Pi computes ht(O. i) using the verification messages c).t it has received (or still expects
to receive) from the parties p) EDt. (For the 2l + 1 good parties Pj E
EDt,
Dl , we have
t') .• = hi(j, i). Therefore, the values received from the parties in D, uniquely determine
the polynomial h i (·, i).) In Section .5.1..1 we describe how this computation is carried
out.

The code of the V-Share and V-Recon sub-protocols is described in Figures 9 and 10,
respectively.

5.1.3

Efficiently finding a star

We describe an efficient procedure for finding a (n, i)-star in a graph of n nodes (see
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clique of size n - t. Namely,

sub-protocol V-Share
Code for the dealer (on input s ):
1. choose a random polynomial h(·,·) of degree t in two variables, such that h(O, 0) =
s. For every 1 ~ i ~ n, send the polynomials lie) = h(·,i) and gi(') = h(i,·) to
party Pi.
Code for party Pi:
2. Upon receiving !i(') and gi(-) from the dealer, and for each 1 ~ j ~ n,
send !i(j) to party PJ •
3. Upon receiving Vi,j from party Pj: if Vi,j

= giU), then

broadcast (OK, i,j).

4. Upon receiving a broadcast (OK,j, k), check for the existence of a t-star in OKj,
OKi,
using procedure STAR described in section 5.1.3 below. If a star (Gi, Di) is found,
and send (Gj,Di)
(Gi,Di) to all the parties.
5. Upon receiving a message (GJ , Dj) add (GJ , D J ) to the set of 'suggested stars'. As
long as a star is not yet found, then whenever an (OK, k, l) Broadcast is received,
check whether (G j , Dj) form a star in the OKi graph.
6. Upon finding a star (Gi, Di), and if i ~ Di, correct polynomial gi(')'
gi('), based on
the verification messages received from the parties in D" and using the error
correcting procedure OEC described in section 5.1.4.
Namely: let Vi
I.

= {U,Vi,j)/j
{U,Vj,j)/j

E Dd; set gi(') =OEC[t,t](Vi)'

Once gi(') is corrected, output girO).
Figure 9: V-Share - The verifiable sharing sub-protocol

Sub-protocol V -Recon[ R]( a;)
Code for party Pi (on input ai, and with parameter R C {P1, ... ,Pn }):
I. Send ai to the parties in R.

8. Let Si = {U,aj)1 Qj has been received from Pj}.
If Pi E R, terminate without output.
Otherwise, set Zi(') =OEC[l, l](Si),
l](Sj), and output Zi(O).
Figure 10: V-Recon - The verifiable reconstruction sub-protocol
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our procedure outputs either a star in the graph, or a message 'star not found'; whenever
the input graph contains a clique of size n - t, then the procedure outputs a star in the
graph.
We follow an idea of Gabril, appearing in [GJ p. 134J. There, the following approxapprox
imation algorithm is described: if the input graph contains a clique of size n - k, then
1i
matching}i
in
a clique of size n - 2k is found. The algorithm is simple: find a maximal matching
18
the complementary graph and output the set of unmatched nodes. Clearly, the output
is an independent set in the complementary graph; thus, it forms a clique in the origorig
inal graph. Furthermore, if a graph contains a clique of size n - k, then any maximal
matching in the complementary graph involves at most k edges and 2k nodes.
We first restate our problem in terms of the complementary graph: if the input graph
has an independent set of size n - t,
i, find sets e ~ D of nodes, such that lei 2 n - 2t,
2i,
IDI 2 n - t,i, and no edges exist between nodes in and nodes in U D. We call such
a pair of sets an (n, t )-star. In the rest of this section, we refer to the complementary
graph only.

e

e

In our procedure, we find a maximum matching in the graph
[MY]). 19
}9 Based on this matching, we compute sets e, D of nodes,
(C, D) form an (n, i)-star
t)-star in the graph. If the input graph contains
of size n - t,
i, then the computed sets e,
C, D form an (n, t)-star in the

(say, using [Ed] or
and check whether
an independent set
input graph.

\Ve describe how sets C and D are computed. Consider a matching; we say that a
node is a triangle-head if it is unmatched, and two of its neighbours are a matched pair
(namely. the edge between these two neighbours is in the matching). Let e denote the
set of unmatched nodes that are not triangle-heads. Let B be the set of matched nodes
that have neighbours in C,
e, and let D ~ [n] - B.
Our procedure is described in Figure 11. Figure 12 illustrates the relations among
the different subsets of nodes.

Proposition 4 Assume procedure STAR outputs
outpuis (C, D), on inpui graph G.
(C, D) form a i-star in G.

Then,

Proof. Clearly. if algorithm STAR outputs (e, D) then ICI 2 n - 2t
2i and IDI 2 n - t,
i,
and C ~ D. We show that for every i E e and every JED, the nodes i and j are not
neighbours in G.

e

and JED, and that (i,j) is an edge in G. As JED, we must
Assume that i E
have j tJ. B. By The definition of B, we have j tJ. N (if i E C and j E N, then j E B).
17 A matching in a graph is a set M of edges such that no two edges in M have a common endpoint.
A matching is maximal if every edge added to it has a common endpoint with an edge in the matching.
18The complementary graph is the graph in which an edge exists iff it does not exist in the original
graph.
19In fact, we only need that the matching cannot be improved by augmenting paths of length at most
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Procedure STAR[t](G)
STAR[tJ(G)
input: an undirected graph G
G (over the nodes [n]),
[nJ), a parameter t.
~t:
~t: a t-star in the graph G, or a message: 'star not found'.
1. Find a maximum matching M in G.
Let N be the set of matched nodes (namely, the endpoints of the edges in M),

and let

N ~ [n]
[nJ - N.

2. Verify that the matching, M, has property P:
(a) Let T be the set of triangle-heads; namely, set

T ~ {i E N
NjI 33j,k
j, k s.
s.tt (j,
(j,k)
k) E
EM
M an
andd (i,
(i,j),(i,k)
j), ( i, k) E G}.
6. -

= N - T.
Let C =
(b) Let B be the set of matched nodes that have neighbours in C;
namely, let B ~ {j E
Let D

6.

= [nJ
[n] -

NI
iVl

3i E C S.t.
s.t. (i,j) E G}.

B.

(e)
(c) If ICI 2:
~ n - 2t and
found'.

IDI 2:~

n - t, output (C, D). Otherwise, output 'star not

Figure 11: STAR - A procedure for finding a star in a graph

Figure 12: Partition of the graph G
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Furthermore, i E C ~ N. Thus, both i and j are unmatched. Consequently, the edge
(i, j) can be added to the matching to create a larger matching, and the matching is not
maximum (in this case, it is not even maximal). 0
Proposition 5 Let G be a graph over n nodes containing an independent set of size
n - t. Then procedure STA R outputs a t -star in G.
Proof. We show that if the input graph G contains an independent set of size n - t,
then the sets C and D determined in Steps 2(a) and 2(b) of procedure STAR are large
enough (i.e., lei ~ 2t + 1 and IDI ~ n - t). Consequently, the procedure outputs (C, D)
in Step 4; Proposition 4 assures us that (e, D) form a star in G.
First, we show that lei 2::
~ n - 21.
2t. Let 1I ~ [n] be an independent set of size n - t in
G, and let 1 = [n] - I. We adopt the defini tions of N, T, and C in the proced ure (see
Figure 12).
Let F ~ 1
I-C.
- C. We show below that
have ICI ~ 1/1111- IFI ~ n - 2t.

IFI ~ III

However,

III ~

t. Consequently, we

To see that IFI ~ Ill, we show a one-to-one correspondence <jy
</Y : F
since i rt C, we have either i E N or i E T.

----+

1.

Let i E F;

Case 1: i E N. Then, let <i>(i)
<jy(i) be the node matched to i III M. Clearly, </y(i)
<jy(i) E 1:
otherwise, we had an edge (i, <jy(i))
</Y(i)) where both i and <i>(i)
<jy(i) are in an independent
set.
Case 2: i E T. By the definition of T, node i has two neighbours j, k such that (j, k) E
M. Arbitrarily set <i>(
<i>( i) = j. Clearly, both j and k are in 1.
Wa
Wo show that 6 is onp-to-one.
onp-ta-one. Consider two distinct nodes t,l, m E F; we distinguish
three cases:
Case 1: I,m E I\'.
I\". In this case, <i>(I)

=f

¢(m)
<i>(m) since M is a matching.

Case 2: tl E .\'
.\" and 111 E T. Since Tn E T, there exists an edge between m and the node
matched to d>( Tn).
m). Since tEN,
lEN, the node matched to ¢(l)
</Y(l) is t.
l. Now, assume that
0(1) = 6( Tn).
m). Thus, (I, Tn) is an edge in G. However, both tland
and m are in the
independent set I: a contradiction.
Case 3: I, mET.
Tn E T. Assume <i>(l) = <i>(m). Let a be the node matched to ¢(m)
</y(m) in M; then,
both It and m are neighbours of both ¢( m) and a. However, in this case the matching
M is not maximum since, for instance, M - {( ¢(
</Y( m), a)} U {( <jy(
</Y( m), t),
l), (a, m)} is a
larger matching.
It remains to show that IDI 2::
~ n - t. Recall that D = [n] - B. We show below that
~ 1M I; Science
since GDepartment
contains- an
independent
set of size n --1992
t, we have IMI ~ I.t. Thus,
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IDI

= n -

IBI 2::~

n -

IMI 2::~ n

-

t.

To see that IBI ::; IMI, we show that at most one of the endpoints of every edge
(a, b) E M is in B. Suppose on the contrary that both a and b have neighbours in C,
and let c, dEC be the neighbours of a and b, respectively. Surely, c =f. d (otherwise, c
was a triangle-head, and we had c f}. C). However, in this case the matching M is not
maximum, since, for instance, M - {(a,b)} U {(a,c),(b,d)} is a larger matching. 0

5.1.4

On-line error correcting

Consider the following scenario. A party expects to receive messages from m parties
(message a J from party Pj ), so that there exists a polynomial p(.) of degree d, satisfyi ng
p(j) = aJ for every message aJ • The messages arrive one by one, in some arbitrary
order; furthermore, up to t of the messages may be wrong or missing. (In our context,
we have m = n - t and d = t.) We describe an efficient procedure that enables the
party to compute this polynomial 'on-line'; namely, the party will recognize when the
received messages define a unique 'interpolated polynomial' of degree d, and compute this
polynomial. The following definitions provide tools for precisely stating this problem.
Definition 11 Let 8 and p be integers, and let 5 ~ [n] x F such that for every two
elements (i, a) and (i', a') in 5 we have i =f. i'. We say that 5 is (8, p)-interpolated if
there exists a polynomial p(.) of degree 8, so that at most p elements (i, a) E 5 do not
satisfy p(a) = e. We say that p(.) is a (8,p)-interpolated polynomial of 5.
(Remark: A d-interpolated vector, defined in Section 4.3 on page 21, is a different
formulation of a (d, O)-interpolated set.) Note that the (8, p )-interpolated polynomial of
a (8, p )-interpolated set 5 is unique, provided that lSI 2: 8 + 2p + 1. (Proof: assume 5
has two (8, p)-interpolated polynomials p(.), q(.). Then, for at least 151 - 2p elements
(a,e) E S we have p(a) = e = q(a). However, ISI- 2p 2: 8 + 1; thus, p(.) = q(.).)
Definition 12 Let I be an accumulative set 20. We say that I is eventually (8, T)T)
interpolated, if for every scheduler, erery coalition of up to T bad parties, and every run,
there exists an integer 0 ::; P
p ::; T, such that I will erentually hold a (8, p )-interpolated
set of si::e at least 8 + T + p + 1.
Let I be an eventually (8, T )-interpolated accumulative set. Using a similar argument
to the one used above, it can be seen that all the (8,p)-interpolated sets of size at least
8 + T + p + 1 held in I have the same interpolated polynomial. We call this polynomial
the (8, T )-interpolated polynomial of I.
Using these notations, the (dynamic) input of the procedure described in this section
is an eventually (d, t)-interpolated accumulative set I. The required output of this
procedure is the (d, t)-interpolated polynomial of I. (Definition 12 assures us that at
least d + t + 1 values in I will 'sit on a polynomial' of degree t. At least t + 1 of thus
Technion - Computer Science Department - Technical Report CS0755.revised - 1992
20 Accumulative

sets are defined in Section 2.3 on page 12.

values originate with good parties. Consequently, the (d, t)-interpolated polynomial of I
is bound to be the 'correct' polynomial, namely the polynomial defined by the values of
the good parties.)
Our procedure, denoted OEC (for On-line Error Correcting), consists of up to t
iterations. In iteration r, the party waits until the accumulative set I is of size at least d+
t + r + 1; then, the party uses a procedure, described below, that determines whether this
set is (d, r )-interpolated, and computes the corresponding interpolated polynomial. If a
(d, r )-interpolated polynomial is found, then we output this polynomial and terminate.
Otherwise, we proceed to iteration r + 1 (since I is (d, t)-eventually interpolated, it is
bound to have at least one more element; thus, iteration r + 1 will be completed).

It is left to describe how to determine if a given set is (d, r )-interpolated, and how to
compute the interpolated polynomial. We use a result from Coding theory. Consider the
following code: a word W = (iI, at) ... (ii, QI) is a code-word iff there exists a polynomial
p(-) of degree d such that p(ij) = a J for every 1 S j S I. This is a Generalized ReedReed
Solomon (GRS) code; GRS codes have an efficient error correcting procedure that detects
and corrects up to r errors in an input word, W, provided that IWI 2 d + 2r + 1 (see,
for instance, [MS pp. 294-315]). Let EC denote such a procedure. Namely, let 5 be a
(d, r)-interpolated set of size at least d + 2r + 1; then, procedure Ee, on input (d, r, S),
outputs the (d, r)-interpolated polynomial of S.
Procedure OEC is described in Figure 13.

Procedure OEe[d, t](1)
For 0 ::; r ::; t do:
1. Let I r denote the contents of accumulative set I, when I contains d + t
elements.
Wait until 1112'
1112::: d+ t
polynomial.

+ r+

1. Then, run EC(d,r,Ir ), and let p(.) be the output

If p(.) is a (d, r )-interpolated polynomial of I r (namely, if for d + I

(i,a) E I r we have p(i)

=

+r + 1

+ I elements
clements

a), output p(.). Otherwise. proceed to the next

iteration.

Figure 13: OEe - A procedure for on-line error correcting

Proposition 6 Let I be an eventually (d, i)-interpolated accumulative set. Then, propro
cedure OEqd, t](I) halts and outputs the (d, t )-interpolated polynomial of I.
Proof. Let r be the smallest r such that Ii' is (d, r)-interpolated; since I is eventually
i)-interpolated,
we have r- Technical
S t. All Report
the iterations
up to- iteration
r will be completed
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(unsuccessfully). The (d, i)-interpolated polynomial of I will be found in iteration r. D

5.1.5

Correctness of the AVSS scheme

Theorem 2 The pair (V-Share, V-Recon) is at-resilient AVSS scheme in a network of

n parties, provided that n 2: 4t

+ 1.

Proof. We assert the Correctness, Termination and Secrecy requirements of Definition
9 on page 32.
Correctness. We associate with every good party Pi that completed sub-protocol VV
Share a unique polynomial h i (-,') of degree t in two variables, and show that every two
good parties Pi and Pj have h i (·,·) = hA·,,), Next, we show that Conditions 1 and 2 of
the Correctness requirement are met, with respect to r = hi(O,O) (for some good party
P;). Moreover, we show that party Pi'S output of sub-protocol V-Share is hi(i,O).
'vVe use two technical lemmas.
Lemma 4 Let m

2: d +

1, and let 11 (-) ... 1m (-) and gl (.) ... gm (-) be polynomials of
degree d over a field F with IFI 2: m, such that for every 1 :::; i :::; d + 1 and every
1 :::; j :::; m we have Ii(j) = gj( i) and gi(j) = h( i). Then, the1'e exists a unique
polynomial h(·.·) of degree d in two variables so that for every 1 :::; i :::; m we have

h('. i) = Ii (-) and h( i, .) = 9i ( . ) .
Proof. See Appendix B. 0
Lemma 5 Let h(·,·), h'(·,·) be two polynomials of degree d in two variables over a field

F with IFI > d. and let VI .•• Vd+l be distinct elements in F. Assume that for every
1:::; i,j:::; d+ 1 we have h(v,.v))
h(v,.v;) = h'(Vi,V)),
h'(Vi,V;). Then, h(-,') = h'(·,')'
Proof. See Appendix B. 0
Let Pi be a good party that completed sub-protocol V-Share, and let (Ci , D j ) be the
star found by P" Let D: be the set of good parties in D" and let C; be the set of good
parties in C: thus. ID:I 2: IDI - t 2: n - 2t and IC;I 2: ICI- t 2: n - 3t 2: 1 + 1 (since
TI 2: 41 + 1). Applying Lemma 4, we get that the polynomials Ij(·),gA·) of the parties
JED: determine a unique polynomial of degree 1 in two variables. Let hi (·,·) denote
Pi.) Note that h i (·, .)
this polynomial. (1\ ame!y. 11;(·, .) is the polynomial associated with Pi')
is fixed once Pi has completed sub-protocol V-Share.
For every other good party Pj , let I,,;
I,,) be the set of good parties in D i n Dr Since
L we have ID, n D;I
D)I 2: n - 2t 2: 2t + 1, thus IIi,;1
IIi,)1 2: t + 1. For every two parties
k, I E I,,)
I,,; we have hi(k, l) = Vk,i = hj(k, I), where Vk,i is the verification piece sent by Pk
(" .).
to Pi in Step 2 of sub-protocol V-Share. Applying Lemma 5, we have h i (·,·) = h j (',
The value r required in the Correctness condition is r = hi(O,O).

n

2: 41 +

We assert Condition 1 (namely, that if the dealer is good and has shared a value 5,
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then r = 5). If the dealer is good and has chosen a polynomial h(·,·) in Step 1, then for

every two parties Pkk,, PI E D: we have hi(k, l) = h(k, l). Applying Lemma 5 again, we
get hi(·,·) = h(·, .). In the sequel, we omit the subscript from the polynomial h(·, .).
Next, we show that each good party Pi'S output of sub-protocol V-Share is h( i, 0).
Polynomial h( i, .) is the (only) interpolated polynomial of Pi'S accumulative set Vi in
Step 6. Therefore, the output of the error correcting procedure OEC in Step 6 will be
h(i. '), and the output of sub-protocol V-Share will be h(i,O).
It remains to assert Condition 2 (namely, that Pi'S output of V-Recon is r). Every
h("O) is the (only) interpolated
good party p) will Broadcast h(j,O) in Step 7; thus, h(·,O)
polynomial of Pi'S accumulative set Si in Step 8. Therefore, the output of the error
correcting procedure OEC in Step 8 will be h(·,O), and the output of sub-protocol VV
Recon will be h(O,O) = r.
Termination. Condition 1. If the dealer is good, then for every two good parties Pj
and Pk, both (Or"':,j, k) and (OK, k,j) will be broadcasted, since h(k) = h(k,j) = 9k(j)
and 9j(k) = h(j, k) = fk(j). Thus, every good party Pi will eventually have a clique
of size n - ti in its OK, graph. Therefore, procedure STAR will find a star in OK i and
Step 4 will be completed. Step 6 will be completed since the input of procedure OEC
(namely, the accumulative set Vi which is based on the star found in Steps 4 or 5) is
eventually (t, ti)-interpolated.
)-interpolated.
Condition 2. Let Pi be a good party that completed sub-protocol V-Share, and let
(e" D;) be the star found by Pi. Then, (G i , D i ) will eventually be a star in the OK)
graph of every good party Pj, unless Pj has already completed sub-protocol V-Share.
Furthermore, party Pj will receive the (Gi,D i ) message (sent by Pi in Step 4), and will
verify, in Step 5, that the sets (G i , D i ) form a star in 0/\). Upon finding a star, Pj will
execute Step 6 and complete sub-protocol V-Share.
Condition 3. If all the good parties have started sub-protocol V-Recon, then the
accumulative set Si of Step 8 of each good party Pi is eventually (i,
(t, t)-interpolated.
Thus. all the good parties will complete procedures OEC and V-Recon.
Secrecy. \Ve use the following notations .
• For a value ~', let H v denote the set of polynomials of degree t in two variables,
with free coefficient u.
• \Ve say that a sequence f1 ('), .... ft('), 9\ ('), ... ,9t(') of polynomials is interleaved
if for every 1 :::; i,j :::; t we have f,(j) = 9j(i). Let I denote the set of interleaved
sequences of 2t polynomials of degree t.
l.
Lemma 6 Let F be a field with

IFI >

d, and let s E F. Then, for every interleaved
sequence f\ (. ), ... , fd(' ),9\ ('), ... ,9d(') in I, there exists a unique polynomial h(·, .) E H s '
so that for every 1:::; i:::; d we have h(·,i) = fi(') and h(i,') =9i(')'
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Proof. See Appendix B. 0

Assume a good dealer, and let s be the shared value. Then, the dealer has chosen, in
Step 1 of sub-protocol V-Share, a polynomial h(·,·) with uniform distribution over 'H s ·
Furthermore, all the relevant information a set of t parties received during an execution
of sub- protocol V-Share, is an interleaved sequence h (.), ... , It (.), 91 (. ), ... , 9t (.) in I, so
that for every 1 ~ i ~ t we have h(-,i) = li{') and h(i,·) = 9i(')'
Lemma 6 implies that for every shared value s E F, this correspondence between
polynomials in 'H s and interleaved sequences in I is one to one and onto. Therefore, a
uniform distribution over the polynomials in 'H s induces a uniform distribution over the
interleaved sequences in I.
Thus, all the bad parties have after executing sub-protocol V-Share is a sequence of
interleaved polynomials of degree t, chosen with uniform distribution over I, regardless
of the shared value. 0

5.2

Global Verifiable Share

The Global Verifiable Share (GV-Share) sub-protocol, described in Figure 14, is the
Byzantine counterpart of the Fail-Stop GShare sub-protocol (described in Figure 4 on
page 20). It consists of two phases: first, each party shares its input, using the V-Share
sub-protocol of the AVSS scheme (Figure 9 on page 35); next, the parties use sub-protocol
ACS (Section 3.3 on page 15) to agree on a set C of at least n - t parties who properly
shared their inputs. Party Pi'S output of sub-protocol GV-Share is this set C, and the
ith share of each secret shared by a party in C. (Recall that sub-protocol GShare had
an additional security parameter, d; here, the security parameter is fixed to d = t.)

Sub-protocol GV-Share(x,)
Code for Party Pi, on input

Xi:

1. Initiate V-Share;(xi) (with Pi as the dealer).
For 1 :s
::; j :s
::; 11, participate in V-Share).
Let v) be the output of V-Share)'
2. Let Ui = {jl V-Share) has been completed}. Set C =ACS[lI - t, n](U,).
3. Once the set C is computed, output (C. {t'jlj E C}).

Figure 14: GV-Share - The global verifiable sharing sub-protocol
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5.3

Computing a multiplication gate

Let c = a· b be a multiplication gate, and let A(·),B(·) be the polynomials associated
with the input lines. Namely, each good party Pi'S shares of these lines are A(i) and B(i)
respectively, and A(O) = a and B(O) = b. As in the Fail-Stop case, the parties will jointly
compute their shares of a random polynomial C(-) of degree t with C(O) = A(O) . B(O),
so that each good party Pi'S share of the output line will be C(i).
The Byzantine multiplication procedure follows the outline of its Fail-Stop countercounter
part..
part. l\amely, the part.ies
parties first generate a random polynomial DC)
D(-) of degree 2t with free
coefficient D(O) = A(O) . B(O). Then, the parties compute their shares of the truncation
polynomial of D(·) to degree t; this truncation polynomial is the output polynomial C(·).
We proceed to describe the Byzantine implementations of these two steps.

5.3.1

Randomization

The Byzantine randomization step follows the outline of its Fail-Stop counterpart.
counterpart.. Namely,
H;(-) of degree
each party P, first shares (in a way described below) a random polynomial Hl)
21 with Hi(O) = O. Next, the parties use sub-protocol ACS to agree on a set C of parties
that have successfully shared their polynomial. Finally, each party Pi locally computes
H(i) = LjEC HJ(i), and D(i) = A(i) . B(i) + H(i).
It remains to describe how each party Pi shares its polynomial H ii (·).
(·). We use the
[BGW] method. This method 'has the effect' of sharing polynomial H i (·) in the 'straight'straight
forward' way. Namely.
Namely, on one hand, each party Ph will have Hi(j); on the other hand, the
information gathered by the bad parties will be 'equivalent.'
'equivalent' to each bad party knowing
t.he informat.ion
information gathered by the bad parties in the
only its share of H i (·). Consequently. the
en/ire mu1/iplica/ion step will be independent of the computed value (i.e., A(O)· B(O)).
\Ve describe this sharing method. Each part.y Pi shares ll uniformly chosen values,
Z'.J,k be party Pk '5 output of the jth invocation of
using t invocations of V-Share. Let ::'.J,k
V-Share where P, is the dealer. Upon completing all the l invocations of V-Share, each
party Pk locally computes H i ( I.:) = L~=l !.-)
k) . ::•.
Z,.),k·
),k.
Let
Let. us reason this slightly unintuitivc sharing method (for a formal proof, see the
proof of Theorem 3 on page 49). Let
Let. 5,.)(-) be the polynomial of degree t defined
S,,j(k) = ::',J,k
Z',J,k for every good party Pd.
by the jth V-Share initiated by Pi (namely, S"j(k)
J
J
Polynomial H ij(·)
(·) is now defined as Hi(x) = Lj=1
Lj=1 x ·Si,)(.r):
. Sj,)(.r): each party P
Pk locally
J
computes Hi(k) = Lj=l
Lj=l k . Si,J(k) = Lj=1
Lj=1 IlJ . Z,,j,k. Let
Let. S',J,I be the coefficient of xl
xl in
Si,J(X): it might be helpful to visualize
Hi(x) =
Sj,I.O:Z:
Si,I.O:Z:

+

Si
Si I IX
IX 22
22
Si
Si ,2 ,ox

+
+

+
+

Sill_IXI
SI
SI

XI
t-2 XI
2 t-2

+
+
+

SS l,l,t x l +
+1
t+1
t+1
Si,2.t-IX
Si,2.t-IX

+
+
+
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2
S·1,2,t X
+2
S·
XII+

+
+

+

Si,t,IX
Si,t,IX
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The free coefficient of Hi (·) is 0; thus, Hi(O) = O. Each polynomial SiA·) is of degree
t; thus, Hi(x) is of degree 2t. Furthermore, it can be seen that the coefficients of the
monomials x, . .. , x t in Hi(x) (and, thus, the same coefficients of the sum polynomial H(·)
and in polynomial D(·)) are uniformly distributed over F. Consequently, the coefficients
of all the non-zero powers of the truncation polynomial C(-)) are uniformly distributed
over F.
Clearly, the bad parties gather some extra information on top of the t shares of H i (-).
However, it is plausible that this information is independent of A(O) . B(O): party Pi
chooses t 2 + t random coefficients, and the bad parties receive only t 2 values. (In the
proof of Lemma 7 on page 51 we show that the information gathered by the bad parties
during the whole multiplication sub-protocol is independent of A(O) . B(O).)

5.3.2

Degree-reduction

Next, the parties use their shares of polynomial D(·) in order to jointly and securely
compute their shares of the 'truncation' of D(·) to degree t; namely, the t + 1 coefficients
of the output polynomial C(-) are the coefficients of the t + 1 lower degrees of D(-).
In the Fail-Stop protocol, the parties computed their shares of C(-) by invoking a
sub-protocol for 'multiplying the inputs vector by a fixed matrix'; we shortly review this
protocol. Let d = D(l), ... , D(n), let c= C(I), ... , C(n), and let AI be the n x n matrix
such that d· M = c. First, each party Pi shared its 'input' D(i); next, the parties agreed
on a set of parties that have successfully shared their inputs. Once this set, G, was
agreed upon, each party locally computed the appropriate matrix M C , and the products
of his shares by M C . Finally the parties invoked n Reconstruct sub-protocols, so that in
the ith invocation of Reconstruct, party Pi computed C(i) = LJEC dJ • MPi'
In the Byzantine setting, the parties will use V-Share and V-Recon instead of the
simple sharing scheme of the Fail-Stop case. Still, a major problem remains: the agreed
set G may contain (bad) parties Pi that have shared some value different than the
expected value D(i); in this case, the parties will not have the expected outputs. In the
rest of this section, we describe how the parties make sure that the value associated with
each party Pi in the agreed set (namely, the free coefficient of the t-degree polynomial
defined by the good parties' shares of Pi'S input) is indeed D(i).
For a party Pi, let Si be the value associated with Pi (recall that Si is fixed once the first
good party has completed Pi'S V-Share); for a set A of parties, let SA = {(i,s,)IPi E A}.
'vVe first note that it is enough to agree on a set G of at least 3t + 1 parties, such that
Sc is (2t, 0 )-interpolated 21 (namely, all the values shared by the parties in G 'sit on a
polynomial of degree 2t'). This is so, since the set G, being of size 3t + 1, contains at
least 2l + 1 good parties; thus, the interpolated polynomial of Sc is bound to be D(-).
D(-) .
We describe a sub-protocol for agreement on a set A of parties, such that SA is
(2t.O)-interpolated. This sub-protocol, denoted AIS (for Agreement on an Interpolated
Technion - Computer
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Set), is a 'distributed implementation' of procedure OEC (described in Section 5.1.4 on
page 39). Sub-protocol AIS consists of up to t iterations. In iteration r (0 ::; r ::; t), the
parties first use sub-protocol ACS (Figure 3 on page 17) to agree on a set, Gr , of at least
3t + 1 + r parties that have successfully shares their inputs. Next, the parties perform
a computation, described below, to check whether 5 Gr is (2t, r )-interpolated. If 5 Gr is
(2t, r )-interpolated, then there exists a set G~ ~ Gr , of size at least 3t + 1. such that
5G~ is (2t, a)-interpolated; the parties will compute and output G~. Otherwise (i.e., 5 Gr
is not (2/, r)-interpolated), the parties will proceed to the next iteration. We stress that
the parties will not know the interpolated polynomial of each 5Gr . They will only know
whether such a polynomial exists.

It remains to describe how to check, given a set G of size 3t + 1 + r, whether 5 G
(2t,
(2l, r)-interpolated, and how to compute the corresponding set G' (i.e., G' ~ G,
IG'I ~ 3t + 1, and 5 G , is (2t, a)-interpolated). As in procedure OEC, we use error

IS

correcting for Generalized Reed-Solomon codes. However, in procedure OEC, the 'word',
5G , was a (dynamic) input of one party. Thus, each party could locally run an error
correcting procedure. In our setting, each party has only one share of each element of
5G ; the parties will invoke a joint computation implementing a specific error correcting
procedure, and use it to check whether Gis (2t, r)-interpolated and to compute G'.
Let us first outline the particular error correcting procedure we will be implementing.
The inputs to this procedure are (d, r, W). If IWI ~ d+2r+1 and IV is (d, r)-interpolated,
then the output is the interpolated polynomial of W. (Otherwise, an appropriate message
is output). The procedure consists of three steps:
Computing the syndrome. For an input word W = (iI,
(iI, sd ... (it, 51), let V[xi be the
(Vandermonde) matrix defined by Yj,k = (i k )). Let = 51" .51. The syndrome of
1-1/ is the i - (d + 1) right most elements of the i-vector product a· V-I.
First, compute the syndrome of W.

a

Remark. Let Q(.) be the polynomial so that for every (i,a)
(i,n) E Hi we have Q(i) = a.
Then, the vector a' V-I
\/-1 is the vector of the coefficients of Q(.); the syndrome consists of
the coefficients of the monomials x d+ I , . .. , xl of Q(x). In particular, if Q(.) is of degree
d (namely, Hi is a code-word). then the syndrome is the zero vector.
Computing the error-vector. The error-vector is the i-vector e = f.1 ••. el, where
f.) is the 'displacement of 5) from the correct value'. Namely, assume that W is
(d, r )-interpolated, and let P(·) be the (d, r )-interpolated polynomial of W; then
f.) = P(i)) - 5), for every element (i)ls)) E W. The error-vector is unique, since
the interpolated polynomial P(·) is unique.
Compute the error-vector, using the syndrome. A widely used implementation of
this step is the Berlkamp-Massey algorithm (see [MS pp. 365-368]).
Remark. We stress that the error-vector can be computed based on the syndrome only.
If the input word, Hi, is not (d, r)-interpolated, then the computed error-vector may be
erroneous.
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elements (ij,aj) such that ej = 0), and use them to interpolate P(·). (This step
will not be implemented.)
An important observation is that the syndrome can be represented as a function of
the error vector only; thus, it holds no information on the (d, T )-interpolated polynomial,
P(·), of W. Namely, let P (resp. Q) be the coefficients vector of the polynomial P(·)
(resp. Q(')), completed to length I. (Polynomial Q(.) is the polynomial satisfying Q(i) =
a for every pair (i, a) E W.) Then,

The last I - (d + 1) elements in P are zero. Therefore, for I - (d + 1) < i :::; I, we have
Qi = [€. V],. Consequently, the last 1- (d + 1) elements in Q (namely, the syndrome)
are a linear combination of the elements of € only.
Let us now describe how we implement and use this error correcting procedure in our
setting. Each element of the syndrome is a linear combination of the inputs; thus, the
parties can jointly compute the syndrome. That is, given an agreed set, G, each element
of the syndrome of Sc is computed as follows. Each party computes the appropriate
linear combination of its shares, and invokes a V-Recon sub-protocol with the result of
this linear combination as input. Once all these V-Recon sub-protocols are completed,
each party has the full syndrome of Sc.
Once the syndrome is computed, each party uses the Berlkamp-Massey algorithm in
order to locally compute the error vector. If. in iteration T,
r, SC r is (2t, T)-interpolated,
r)-interpolated,
then the computed error vector is the 'true' error vector of 5 cr ; however, if 5 cr is not
(2t, Tr )-interpolated. then the computed error vector may be incorrect. Consequently, the
parties draw the following conclusions. (Each party draws these conclusions locally; still,
all the good parties draw the same conclusions.) If the computed error vector, denoted
f'. contains more than Tr non-zero elements, then surely SCr is not (2t, T)-interpolated,
r)-interpolated,
and the parties proceed to the next iteration. If i! contains up to T non-zero elements,
then the parties still have to verify that f' is the correct error vector: let G~ be the set of
parties Pi such that
= 0; the parties will recompute the syndrome, based on G~ alone.
If the recomputed syndrome is all zeros, then Sc~ is (2t, O)-interpolated, and the parties
output G~ and terminate. If the recomputed syndrome is non-zero, the parties conclude
that SC r is not (2t. Tr )-interpolated. and proceed to the next iteration. 22

e;

Sub-protocol AIS is described in Figure F,. Let ::"j
::,.j be Pi'S share of the value shared
by PJ' The (dynamic) input of each party Pi is the following accumulative set, denoted
Zi: once Pi has successfully completed Pi's V-Share, the pair (j, ::',J) is added to Zi. The
parties' common output is a set G of at least 3t + 1 parties, such that each good party
Pi has completed the V-Share of every party in G (namely, G ~ {Pj/U, Zi,j) E Z,}), and
Sc is (2t, O)-interpolated.
:?:? A more "time-efficient" version of this protocol lets the parties execute all the t iterations 'in
parallel'; consequently,
consequently. the running time of the protocol is the running time of the slowest iteration. (In
'parallel'
version.
different
parties Report
may complete
the 'iterations'
this
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Sub-protocol AIS(2d
Code for party Pi, on dynamic input 2,.
for 0 ~ r ~ t do

1. Let Ui = {PjIU, Zi,j) E Z;}.
Set C =ACS[3t + 1 + r, nJ(Ui).

2. Once C is computed, compute the syndrome of 5c:
Let V be the Vandermonde matrix of the indices in C. Namely, let C = k 1 ••• k 1cl ;
then, Vi,) = (k j )'.
Let Z; = Z"k 1 ' ••• , Z"k IG1 ·
For 2t + 1 < j ~ ICI set (1) =V-Recon([zi . V-IL, [nJ).
Let 8 = (11 •• • (1t+r' (8 is the syndrome of 5c).
3. Run the Berlkamp-Massey algorithm on 8, and let et be the output.
(a) If i! has more than r non-zero elements, continue to the next iteration (5c
is not (2t, r)-interpolated).
(b) If (' has up to r non-zero elements, verify that e' is correct:

C' be the set of parties in C whose corresponding entry in e' is zero.
Repeal sl('p 2 with respect to C'.
If the syndrome of 5 c is the zero vector, output G' and halt.
Otherwise. proceed to the next iteration (5c is not (2t, r)-interpolated).
1.('1

I

Figure 1.5: A IS - The agreement on an interpolated set sub-protocol
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Claim 1 Assume that sub-protocol AI5 is run with dynamic inputs Zl,' .. , Zn as described above. Then all the good parties terminate sub-protocol AI5 with a common set
G of at least 3t + 1 parties, such that SG is (2t, O)-interpolated.
Proof. First, assume that the ACS sub-protocol of Step 1 of some iteration is completed
by the good parties. Then, all the good parties compute the same syndrome in Step 2 of
this iteration; thus, all the good parties make the same decisions in Step 3. Consequently,
all the good parties complete this iteration; furthermore, either all the parties output
a (2t,O)-interpolated set of size at least 3t + 1, or all the parties proceed to the next
iteration.
Next, we show, by induction on the number of iterations, that as long as the required
set is not found, all the good parties will complete each invocation of ACS. For the base
of induction, we note that the sequence Uj , ••• ,Un of the accumulative sets defined in
Step 1 of the first iteration is (3t + 1, n)-uniform (see Definition 6 on page 15). Thus,
all the good parties will complete the ACS invocation of the first iteration. For the
induction step, assume that the good parties have completed the ACS sub-protocol of
iteration r. Consequently, the sequence U 1 , ... ,Un is (3t + r + 1, t)-uniform. Assume
further that the set agreed upon in iteration r is not (2t, r)-interpolated; let G r denote
this set. Then, G r contain at most 3t good parties. Thus, there exists at least one good
party in [n] - Gr. This good party will eventually be in the accumulative sets of all the
good parties; thus the collection U1 •.. Un is (3t + r + 2, t )-uniform. Consequently, all the
good parties will complete the ACS invocation of iteration r + 1.
Finally, we note that G t (namely, the set [nJ) is (2t, t)-interpolated; thus, the required
set will be found in iteration t, unless it was found beforehand. 0

5.3.3

The multiplication sub-protocol

Combining the Randomization and the Degree-Reduction steps, we derive a protocol for
computing a multiplication gate. The code is presented in Figure 16.

5.4

The Byzantine protocol

The overall structure of the Byzantine protocol is the same as that of the Fail-Stop
protocol. Namely, in the Byzantine protocol, denoted Bcompute, the parties execute the
code of protocol FStop, with the exception that sub-protocols GShare, MUL, and Reveal
are replaced by sub-protocols GV-Share, BMUL, and V-Recon, respectively.

Theorem 3 Let f : Fn ~ F for some field F with IFI > n. Then, protocol Bcompute
securely t -computes f in a network of n parties with Byzantine faults, provided that
n ~ 4t + 1.
Technion - Computer Science Department - Technical Report CS0755.revised - 1992

Sub-protocol BMUL
Code for party Pj, on inputs
Randomization

aj

and

bj.

1. For 1 ~ k ~ t, execute V-Sharej,k(rk),
V-Sharej,k(Tk), where

rk
Tk ER

F and

Pj

is the dealer.

For 1 ~ j ~ n, for 1 ~ k ~ t, participate in V-Sharej,k'
Let

hj,j,k

be

Pj'S

V-ShareJ,k'
output of V-Share],k'

2. Let Uj = {Pj
{PjlI V-Sharej,k has completed, for all 1 ~ k ~ n}.
Set G =ACS[n - t, n](Uj).
Set hI
h, = L:jEG
LjEG L:L=l
L~=l i k

. hj,],k,
hj,J,k,

and dj
dj =

a
atl •.

blt

+ hj.

Degree-Reduction
DegreeRed uction
3. Once d
V-Sharej(dj), where P
d,l is computed. execute V-Sharei(dil,
Pij is the dealer.
V-ShareJ .
For 1 ~ j ~ n, participate in V-Share].
4. Let Zj,]
Zi,J be Pi'S
Pj'S share of P/s
Pi's shared secret,
and let
= {U,zi,])1
{(j,zj,J)1 V-Share
V-Share]J has been completed}.
=AIS( Zf).
Set G' =AIS(ZJ).

Z:

e'' be the matrix used in the Fail-Stop multiplication step, as described in
5. Let V G
section 4.3 on page 21, and let Zj
Zi = Zi,]1
Zi,JI ... Zi,jIG/I'
Zi,jIG'I' where jj,I ...
... jlG'1 are the indices
of the parties in C'.
For 1 ~ j ~ n.
n, Set c) =V-Recon([i6
=V-Recon([.f6'. (VG/L.
(\:G'L. {j}).
6. Once c.
c, is computed. output

Ct.
CI •

Figure 16: BMCL
B~\/lUL - The Byzantine multiplication gate sub-protocol
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Proof. The proof of the Termination property, as well as the construction of the trustedparty adversary is the same as in the proof of Theorem 1 on page 24 (security of protocol
FS-Compute). We stress that our construction of the trusted-party adversary for FailStop faults is valid even for bad parties that change their inputs, although in the Fail-Stop
case the inputs of the bad parties are not changed.
The validity of this construction in the Byzantine setting is shown in the same way
as in the Fail-Stop case, with the exception that lemmas analogous to Lemmas 2 and
1 (on pages 28 and 27, respectively) need to be proven. The proof of the Byzantine
analogue of Lemma 2 is similar to the proof of Lemma 2, with the exception that now,
the correctness of the good parties' outputs of the Byzantine implementations of the
different sub-protocols (namely, GV-Share, V-Recon, and BMUL) need to be proven.
Correctness of the GV-Share and V-Recon sub-protocols is implied by the corr"ectness of
the AVSS scheme; correctness of sub-protocol BMUL is discussed in Section 5.3.
In order to state the Byzantine analogue of Lemma 1, let us redefine some notations.
The view of a set of parties is defined as in the proof of Theorem 1. Fix a scheduler, a
coalition of bad parties, and an input vector x. The random variables J.l (resp. J.l') take
the distribution of the bad parties' view of protocol Bcompute, run on input x (resp.
the bad parties' view of a simulated computation). Lemma 7 below is the Byzantine
analogue of Lemma 1. Our proof of Theorem 3 is thus completed. 0
Lemma 7 Fix a scheduler. a coalition of bad parties, and an input vector. Then, the
corresponding random variables J.l and J.l' are identically distributed.
Proof. \Ve use the notations of Lemma 1. Namely, fix a prefix, \Ji, of length i of a view
(namely. "i is a prefix of an instance of either Jl or ,/). The random variable Si+l (resp.
;:+1) describes the distribution of the (i + 1)th delivered message in 11 (resp. Il'), given
that \": is the corresponding prefix of the view"
As in the proof of Lemma 1. it is enough to show that the contents of Si+1 and S:+1
are identically distributed, for the case that the sender of 8i+l is good and the recipient
is bad. Each message of protocol Bcompute falls into one of the following cases.

Messages of some invocation of V-Share. We distinguish two cases: if the dealer
of the re!e\'ant invocation of V-Share is good, then equality of the distributions of
8,+1 and 8:+ 1 is implied by the proof of the privacy property of the AVSS scheme
(Theorem 2 on page 41). If the dealer is bad, then the contents of 8,+1 and 8:+ 1
can be inferred from the common prefix \Ii (and are, thus, equal).
Messages of some invocation of ACS. This case is trivial, since messages of subprotocol ACS have empty contents.

The last three cases are different types of invocations of sub-protocol V-Recon. We
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of some invocation of V~Recon are identically distributed in the two computations, it
suffices to show that the output of this invocation of V-Recon is identically distributed
in the two computations.

Messages of the final invocation of V-Recon. (Namely, Step 4 of protocol Bcompute. See figure 8 on page 25.) This case is shown using similar considerations to
those of the Fail-Stop case.
Messages of an invocation of V-Recons within sub-protocol AIS. (Namely, Step
2 of the AIS.) See Figure 15 on page 48.) We have seen in Section 5.3.2 that the
outputs of the V-Recons of the AIS sub-protocol are the different syndromes computed by the parties; furthermore, we have seen that the syndromes are uniquely
determined by the errors introduced by the bad parties. However, these errors can
be inferred from the common prefix Vi: the values associated with each bad party,
Pi, in each set G r can be inferred from the messages sent by Pi in the corresponding invocation of V-Share (these messages appear in the common prefix Vi). Thus,
the errors introduced by the bad parties, as well as the different syndromes, are
identical in the two computations.
Messages of an invocation of V-Recon within sub-protocol BMUL. (Namely, Step
5 of BMUL. See Figure 16 on page 50.) As in the Fail-Stop case, we show that
the bad parties' outputs of the t invocations of V-Recon, along with the contents
of the other messages of this invocation of BMUL, received by the bad paTties, are
uniformly and independently distributed, regardless of the values of the input lines
of the corresponding multiplication gate.
The polynomial H(x) interpolated by the parties in Step 2 (Randomization) of
sub-protocol BMUL is H(x) = L:iEC L:j=1 x j . Si,j(X). (The set G is the output of
the corresponding invocation of ACS, and each polynomial Si,) (.) is the polynomial
defined by the good parties' outputs of Pi'S jth invocation of V-Share. See Section
.5.3.1 on page 44 for more details.) Let us first regard this polynomial in a more
convenient way: reversing the order of summation, we have H(x) = L:j=1 x) .

S)(I), \vhere Sj(') = L:iECSi,)(')' All the coefficients of each polynomial Sj(') are
uniformly distributed, since the set G contains good parties. The contents of the
randomization-ph~se messages received by the bad parties constitute l shares of
each polynomial S] (.). Consequently, the data gathered by the bad parties during
t.he entire ?MUL sub-protocol adds up to l shares of each one of the t polynomials
51 (.) ..... St('), along with the output.s of the t invocations of V-Recon (namely, t
shares of the truncation polynomial C(·)).
Fix some arbitrary input polynomials A(·) and B(-) of the multiplication step.
Lemma 8 below shows that for each sequence of t 2 + t field elements gathered
by the bad parties there exists a unique choice of the polynomials 51 ( , ) " , 5t (·)
that yield this sequence. However, the polynomials 5d')'" 5t (·) are uniformly
distributed; thus, the sequence of field-elements gathered by the bad parties is
uniformly distributed, both in 11 and in 11'. 23 0
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Lemma 8 we assume, without loss of generality, that the bad parties are PI, ... , Pt.

Lemma 8 Let F be a finite field with IFI > d, and let A(·) and B(·) be polynomials of
degree dover F. Then, for every sequence a1,l, ... , ad,d, C1, ... ,Cd of elements in F there
exists a unique sequence 51 (.), ... ,5t (.) of polynomials of degree d such that:
1. Fore each 1 ::; i, j ::; d, we have

5i(j)

= ai,j·

2. Let C(·) be the truncation to degree d of the polynomial
d

D(x) = A(x)· B(x)

+ Lxj. 5jj(x)
(x)
j=1

Then, for 1 ::; i ::; d we have C( i) =

Ci·

Proof. See Appendix B. 0

6

Lower bounds

We show that our protocols have optimal resilience, both in the Fail-Stop and in the
Byzantine cases. In Theorem 5 we assert that there exist functions that cannot be
securely r~ l-computed in an asynchronous network of n parties if Fail-Stop faults are
allowed. For this result, we use a result of Chor and I\:ushilevitz [CI\:] (restated as
Theorem 4 below). In Theorem 6, we generalize a technique used in [BGW] to show that
there exist functions that cannot be securely r~l-computed in an asynchronous network
if general (Byzantine) faults are allowed.
Let us first define some useful notions. A setting is a pair S = (D, B), where D is
a scheduler and B is a coalition of bad parties. For an asynchronous protocol p, a set
G of parties, a setting S and input i, let /lp.G.s(i) be the random variable having the
distribution of the view of the parties in G when running protocol p ill setting Sand
input i.
Recall that a party's output of a computation is a function of its \'jew only. Consequently, if IIp.G.s(i) and pp.G.5'(i) are identically distrihuted (for some protocol p, some
set G of parties, two settings Sand 5' and some input i), then the Olltput
output of the parties
in G is identically distributed in settings Sand 5'.

6.1

Fail-Stop faults

We use the following result of [CK]. This result refers to synchronous networks where
the faults are gossip (namely, the faulty parties only try to gather information, but
otherwise follow the protocol). In this modeL we say that a protocol approximates a
boolean function, if for every input, with probability greater than
the good parties
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output the function value. Informally, a protocol is t-private if every coalition of up to t

1

gossip-faulty parties gathers no information from executing the protocol, other than the
output of the good parties (namely the computed function value).
Theorem 4 [CK].
[CK], For every n 2:: 2, there exist boolean functions f such that there is
no synchronous i l-private protocol for n parties that approximates f.

r

In this subsection we prove the following lower bound.
Theorem 5 For every n 2:: 3, there exist boolean functions f, such that no asynchronous
protocol for n parties securely r~l-computes f when Fail-Stop faults are allowed.

2:: 3, and let m = n-

T1

r~l· (Hence, m

= l23nJ

and r~l:::; r~l) Let
I' : {O, 1} m ---+ {O, I} be a boolean function as in Theorem 4 (namely, I' cannot be
approximated by any r~l-private protocol). Construct the function f: {O, 1}n ---+ {O, I}
so t hat for every n-vector X, we have f(x) = I'(X[mJ)' We show that if there exists a
protocol, 1r, that securely r~ l-computes f in an asynchronous network of n parties with
Fail-Stop faults, then there exists an r~ l-private synchronous protocol, 1r', for m parties,
that approximates 1'. The theorem follows.
Proof. Let

Suppose we have an n-party asynchronous protocol, 1r, that securely r~l-computes f.
\Ve construct an m-party synchronous protocol, 1r', as follows. In protocol 1r' each party
will simulate a party executing protocol 1r in an asynchronous network of n parties. The
simulation proceeds as follows. Let P{, ...
be the parties of the actual synchronous
network. Let PI, ... Pn be the 'virtual' parties addressed by protocol1r. Actual party P:
will simulate virtual party Pi; parties Pm +1 ••• Pn are not simulated. Each (actual) party
keeps a queue of incoming messages. In each (synchronous) communication round, the
party invokes a cycle of protocol 1r for the first message in the queue. Whenever protocol
To instructs to send a message to 'virtual' party Pi for i E [m]'
[m], the party sends this
message to Pt. If i > T11, the instruction is ignored. Once virtual party Pi terminates,
actual party P,' terminates with the output of protocol Pi.

,p:n

\Ve note that if the asynchronous protocoL To, doesn't terminate,
terminate. then the synchronous
protocol r.' doesn't terminate as well. Thus, there may exist executions in which protocol
To' doesn't
doesn'j terminate. We describe how we avoid this phenomenon at the end of the proof.
We assert the validity of protocol To' (namely, we show that it is r~ l-private and
approximates f). An outline of the proof follows. For every coalition of gossip-faulty
parties in the synchronous network, we describe three asynchronous settings, denoted
51. 52 and 53, for protocol 1r:
• Setting 51 is the setting that corresponds to the virtual execution of protocol 1r,
when run by protocol 1r'. In this setting t parties do not send any messages (these
are the parties Pm +1 ••• Pn ), and additional t parties are gossip-faulty (these are
the parties that correspond to the actual gossip-faulty parties). Consequently, we
cannot
use the
security
of protocol
1r CS0755.revised
to directly argue
on the parties' outputs in
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this setting.

• In setting 52, the messages are delivered as in setting 51. However, the parties
Pl." Pm are good, and the parties Pm+I
Pn are faulty. The security of protocol
1r asserts that in this setting the parties PI
Pm output the correct function value.
• In setting 53, the messages of the parties Pl'" Pm are delivered as in setting
51, and the messages of the parties Pm +I
Pn are postponed until there are no
Pm. The faulty parties are the parties
undelivered messages from the parties PI
that correspond to the actual faulty parties. The security of protocol 7f asserts
that in this setting the set of faulty parties gathers no information, other than the
output of the good parties.
We will show that the outputs of the parties PI, ... , Pm are identically distributed
in all three settings. It follows that, for every (synchronous) coalition of gossip-faulty
parties, in all three settings (and, in particular, in setting 5d the good parties output
the correct function value, and the bad parties gather no information other than the
computed function value. Consequently, the synchronous protocol, 1r', is i-private and
approximates f.
We now describe settings 51, 52, and 53 in more detail. We partition the set of
parties of protocol 1r (namely, PI, ... , Pn) as follows. Let B be the set of parties that
correspond to gossip-faulty parties in the synchronous scenario (namely, Pi E B iff P: is
bad). Let G be the set of parties that are mapped to good parties in the synchronous
scenario (namely, G = {Pl ... Pm } - B). Let L be the set of "silent" parties (namely,
L = {Pm+I, ... ,Pn }).
Setting 51' Coalition: the bad (Fail-Stop) parties are the parties In B; they do not
fail-stop, but merely 'try to gather information'.
Scheduler: messages sent from the parties in PI, ... , Pm are delivered in a 'round
robin '; messages sent from the parties in L are not delivered.
Setting 52' Coalition: the bad parties are the parties in L; they do not send any messages.
Scheduler: messages sent from the parties PI, ... , Pm are delivered In
in a 'round
robin'.

By the definition of asynchronous secure computation (Definition 2.2 on page 8), the
following property holds in setting 52: on every input, X, the parties in G U B must
complete protocol 7f with output jc(i),
fc(i), for some core set, C, of size at least m = n- r~l
The only inputs available are the inputs of the parties PI, ... , Pm. Thus, in setting 52,
the parties in G U B output j[m](i).
f[m](i). (In the sequel, we use this observation only for the
parties in G.)
Furthermore, it can be seen, by induction on the number of communication events,
that the following relation holds for every asynchronous protocol, p, and for every input
vector, i: Every prefix of a view of the parties PI,"" Pm when running protocol p on
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Thus, f.l1l",[m],Sl (x) and f.l1l",[m],S2(x)

are identically distributed. Consequently, the outputs of the parties PI, ... , Pm are identically distributed in settings Sl and S2.

Setting S3' Coalition: as in setting Sl.
Scheduler: messages sent from the parties PI, ... , Pm are delivered in a 'round
robin 'j messages sent from the parties in L are delayed until all the messages from
parties in PI, ... , Pm are delivered.
For every input, X, let /1~,[mJ,S3 (x) denote the longest prefix of /1"..[mj, S3 (x) that does
not contain messages sent by parties in L. It can be seen (again, by induction on
the number of events in a prefix of a view) that the random variables /1~,[m],S3 (x) and
/1"..[m),SI (x) are identically distributed; in particular, they have the same support set.
We have seen above that in every execution where the view of the parties in G is in
the support set of /1"..[mJ,Sj (x), these parties terminate. Consequently, in setting S3 the
parties in G terminate, deciding on an output, once their view is in the support set of
/1~,[m],S3 (x) (i.e., before any message from a party in L is delivered). Furthermore, the
parties in G have the same output as in setting Sl, namely f[m)(x). In addition, since
protocol 7r is secure, in setting S3 the parties in B gather no information other than the
output of the good parties (namely, f[m](x)). Consequently, the bad parties gather no
information other than the computed function value in setting Sl as well.
It remains to fix the termination condition of protocol 7r'. We use the following
proVISion. If, in the 'simulated execution', protocol 7r doesn't terminate after some
predefined large enough number of rounds, then the party terminates with some default
output. We compute this limit on the number of rounds: In setting SI protocol 7r
terminates with probability 1. Consequently, there exist an integer, k, such that on
every input, with probability at least ~ all the good parties complete protocol 7r after k
communication events. (The limit ~ is arbitrary. Any number in the interval (t, 1) would
do.) \Ve fix the limit on the number of rounds to k. Thus, protocol 7r' always terminates,
and \\'ith probability at least ~ the good parties output the output of protocol 7r, namely
I[m](i) = J'(X[m])' (We note that this "truncated" synchronous protocol is r~l-private,
since the limit, k, is independent of the inputs.) 0

6.2

Byzantine faults

For the proof of the lower bound for the Byzantine case we use the following additional
notation. Fix some scheduler, coalition, and input vector. Let A be a set of parties.
Let the conversation, CA , among the parties in A, be the random variable having the
distribution of the sequence of all messages sent among the parties in A. (The order
of the messages in each instance of the conversation is induced by their order in the
corresponding view.)
Theorem 6 For every n ~ 4, there exist functions f such that no asynchronous protocol
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f07' n parties securely r~l-computes I, if Byzantine faults are allowed.

Proof (sketch). First, we note that the straightforward reduction to the synchronous
case (used in the previous proof) does not hold in the Byzantine case, for the following
reason. In the Fail-Stop case, a good party has no way of telling whether a party is good
or bad; therefore, each good party must terminate whenever any set of n - t parties
are ready to terminate. In the Byzantine setting, there may exist strategies for the bad
parties that cause the good parties to recognize some party, P, as bad. In this case, the
good parties can wait for n - t parties other than P. Consequently, in the simulation
of the previous proof, if some bad party is recognized as bad then the good parties may
never terminate.
Following [BGW,CK], we prove the Theorem for the case n = 4. The proof can be
easily generalized to all n. Let 7r be a four party protocol that securely I-computes the
following function:
if X2 = X3 = 1
otherwise
Let PI, P2 , P3 and P4 be the parties (and let

XI

be the input of Pi)'

Consider the following setting. Party PI is faulty (with a strategy described below),
and the scheduler delivers the messages of parties PI, P2 and P3 in a 'round robin';
messages sent by P4 are delivered only when there are no undelivered messages of the
other parties. \Ve show below that, with small but non-zero probability, both P2 and P3
do not recognize PI as being bad. In this case, both P2 and P3 will terminate before any
message of P 4 is delivered; this can be shown using similar considerations to those of the
previous proof. We show that in this case, the output of P2 is different than the output
of P3 .
We first observe that the conversation C{P2 .PJ} is independent of both X2 and X3:
consider, for contradiction, the first message in C{P2 .PJ} that depends on the input of its
sender (say, P2 ). Then, P3 can learn :r2, regardless of the value of X3. Consequently, it
is the combination of the conversations C{P2 .PJ} and C{P2 .Pd that determines the output
of P2 • Similarly, it is the combination of the conversations C{PJ .P2 } and C{PJ,Pl} that
determines the output of P3 .
assume the following strategy of PI: send some random string instead of each
message expected of PI. Let:r2 = :r3 = I. With small but non-zero probability, the
combination of the conversations C{PI ,P2 } and C{P2 ,PJ } is consistent with input 0 of P3
(and some input of PI), and at the same time the combination of the conversations
C{p!.PJ } and C{PJ ,P2 } is consistent with input 1 of P2 (and some input of Pd. In this
case. both P2 and P3 terminate before any message of P4
P4 is delivered. Furthermore, P 2
outputs 0, and P3 outputs 1. Tha.t is, P2 and P3 have different outputs and the protocol
is not I-secure. 0
:\OW,

Remarks:
• In
our Department
asynchronous
model,
we CS0755.revised
do not know - of
a strategy for the bad parties
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that causes the good parties to have incorrect outputs with more tha.n negligible

probability. In fact, we conjecture that if incorrect outputs and non-terminating
executions are allowed with negligible (but non-zero) probability, then any function
can be securely computed as long as less than a third of the parties are bad.
• Using a technique similar to the technique of the above proof, it can be shown that
there exist functions that cannot be securely computed in a synchronolls
synchronous network
\\'here a third of the parties are bad. (This result is stated in [BGW].) Moreover,
the result for the synchronous case is much stronger: consider a secure, synchronous
protocol for computing the AND function of three variables (i.e., AND( Xl, X2, X3) =
1 iff Xl = X2 = X3 = 1) in a network where the parties are {PI, P2 , P3 }, and one
bad party. PI, does not send any messages. Using the same argument as in the
above proof, it can be shown that the view of party P2 is independent of the input
of P3 , and the view of party P3 is independent of the input of P2 • Consequently,
there must exist inputs for which the output of the good parties is incorrect with
probability at least one half (instead of negligible probability in the above proof).
\Ve note that this 'synchronous' strategy for the bad party is useless in our asynchronous model: if a bad party, P, does not send messages (or, alternatively, if this
party is 'caught sending nonsense messages'), then the good parties may interact
with n - t parties other than P.
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Appendix A: Expected running times
We analyze the running times of protocols FScompute and Bcompute. First, let us informally present the standard definition of the running time of an asynchronous protocol.
Consider a virtual 'external clock' measuring time in the network (of course, the
players cannot read this clock). Let the delay of a message be the time elapsed from its
sending to its receipt. Let the period of a finite execution of a protocol be the longest
delay of a message in this execution. The duration of a finite execution is the total time
measured by the global clock divided by the period of this execution. (Infinite executions
have infinite duration.)
The expected running time of a protocol, is the maximum over all inputs and applicable
adversaries, of the average over the random inputs of the players, of the duration of an
execution of the protocol.
Let n be the number of parties, and let d be the depth of the computed circuit. Consider protocol FScompute. The expected running time of sub-protocol ACS is O(log n);
thus, the expected running time of sub-protocol GShare is also O(log n). Sub-protocol
Reconstruct runs in constant time. Consequently, each invocation of sub-protocol MUL
has expected running time of O(log n), and Protocol FScompute has expected running
time of O(d ·logn).
·Iogn).
Consider protocol Bcompute. Sub-protocols V-Share and V-Recon run in constant
time. Protocol AlS,
AIS. as presented in Figure 1.5 on page
pa.ge 48, consists of O( n) iterations,
where each iteration has expected running time of O(log n). However, as remarked at
the end of Section .5.3.2. we can let all iterations run 'in parallel'; in this version. subprotocol AIS has expected running time of O(log n). Consequently, protocol Bcompute
runs in O( d . log n) expected time.

Appendix B: Proofs of technical lemmas
In the sequel, we let V(k) denote the k x k (Vendermonde) matrix, where (V(k))',J = iJ •
Note that y(k) is non-singular. (When the dimension k is obvious, we write V instead
of V(k).)

Lemma 3 Let F be a finite field with IFI > d, and let s E F. Then for every sequence
of field-elements,
there exists
a unique- 1992
polynomial p(.) of degree 2d
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with p(O) = s, such that:
VI, . . . , Vd, UI, ... ,Ud

For 1 :Si:Sd,
~ i ~ d, wehavep(i)=vi'
we have p(i) = Vi·
1. ForI
1 ~ i:S
i ~ d, we have q(i)
q( i) = Ui, where q(-) is the truncation ofp(·)
of p(.) to degree d
2. For 1:S
(i.e., the coefficients ofq(·)
of q(.) are the coefficients of the d + 1 lower degrees ofp(-))·
of p(-)).

P2d be the coefficients of polynomial p(.) claimed in the Lemma.
. .. ,,P2d
Proof. Let Po, ...
Then, the following 2d + 1 equations hold:
2d
d 1I
ld + Pd+l
VI
Polo +
+ P2d 1l2d
d+I 1 +
+
+ Pd 1d

fO
Poc{J
PoC
po
Po
Polo

+
+
+

PocfJ
POcfO

+

...

+
+
+
+

+
+
+

P2d d

0
0

+
+
+

0

+

+

0

Pd+l
d+l dd+l

ld
Pd 1d

+
+
+

d
Pddd
Pdd

+

Pddd

0

2d

0
0

Vd
s

(1)

UI

Ud

(1) (in the variables po, ... ,P2d) are linearly independent.
We show that the equations (I)
The coefficients matrix M of the left hand side of (I)
(1) can be partitioned into:
Adx(d+l)
~1(2d+I)x(2d+I) = [ C
Adx(d+I)
M(2d+I)X(2d+l)
[ (d+l)
(d+l)
(d+I) x
x(d+I)

11'

B dxd ]
0

\I(d+l); thus the last d +
Matrix C equals V(d+l);
+ 1 rows of M are linearly independent.

We show that matrix B is non-singular: let D be the d x d diagonal matrix, where
\I(d). Matrices V(d)
\I(d) and D are non-singular; thus, B is nonD i .;.i == i d ; then, B == D . V(d).
singular as well. Therefore, the first d rows of M are linearly independent.
Assume that some linear combination c of the first t rows of lvf
!vI equals a linear
combination of the last d + 1I rows. Then, the same linear combination c, restricted to
the columns of B, yields a row of d zeros, in contradiction with the non-singularity of
matrix B. 0

Lemma 4 Let m
(-) ....fm(·)
fm(') and gl
(-) ... gm(')
171 ~ d + I,
1, and let fl
f1(')"
g,(.)
gm(·) be polynomials of
dtgree d orer a fidd
jitld F u'ith
u,ith IFI ~ m, such that for every 1 ~
:S i :S
dEgref
~ d + I1 and every
:S j ~
:S m
m 11'f have f;(j)
fi(j) =
= gj(i) and g;(j)
gi(j) =
= fj(i). Then, there exists a unique
I1 ~
polynomial h(·,·) of degree d in two variables so that for every I1 ~
:S i ~
:S m we have
h("
i)
=
Ii
(.)
and
h(
i,
.)
=
g
i
()
.
h(·,i) = Ii(')
h(i,·) = gi(-).

fi(X),
Proof. Let F be the (d + 1) x (d + 1) matrix where Fi'l is the coefficient of xXlJ in Ii(X).
Then, the (i,j)th entry in F· V
\I is I;(j).
fi(j).
H ~ (VTt
(VT)-lI .. F, and let h(x,
h(x,y)
Let H
y) be the polynomial of degree d in two variables 24
:S i,j
i, j ::;
:S d + 1 we have
where the coefficient of xiyj is Hi,j. Then, for every 1 ~
h(i,j)
h(i,
j)

= V\ITT . HH . V\I = FF·. VV = f;fi(j)
(j) = 9gj(i).
j ( i).
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dd
.. ..
~4
~4

h(x, y)
y)
- Namely, h(x,

,.
Li=O 2::
Lj=o
ai,j 'x'yl,
. x'yl, where ao,O,'.
ao,o, ..."ad,d
, ad,d are fixed coefficients.
coeffiCients.
= 2::i=O
j =o ai,j

Consequently, for every 1 ::; i ::; d + 1, the polynomials fi(') and h(i,·) are two polynomials of degree d that are equal in d + 1 places. Thus, fi(') = h( i, .). Similarly,
9;(')
9i(') = h(-, i).
Now, consider an index d+ 1 < i ::; m. For every 1 ::; j ::; d+ 1, we have f;(j) = gj(i);
by the construction of polynomial h(·, '), we also have h(-,j) = 9j(i). Namely, fi(')
and h (i, .) are polynomials of degree d that are equal in d + 1 places. Consequently,
Iii,) = h(i,')' SimilarlY,9i(-) = h(·,i). 0

Lemma 5 Let h(·, '), h'(·,') be two polynomials of degree d in two variables over a field
F with IFI > d, and let VI,' .. , Vd+1 be distinct elements in F. Assume that for every
1::; i,j::; d+ 1 we have h(vi,vj) = h'(Vi,Vj). Then, hh') = h'(·,')'
h'(·,·).
Proof. Let W denote the (d+l) x (d+l) (Vendermonde) matrix defined by Wi,)
Wi,J = (v))i.
(vJ)i.
Let H be the (d + 1) x (d + 1) matrix where Hi,j is the coefficient of xiyj in h(x,y). Let
H' be similarly defined with respect to h'(x,y). Using these notations, we have

W T . H . W = W T . H' . W.
~ote

that ltt' is non-singular, since VI,"" Vd+J are distinct. Consequently, H

= H'.

0

Lemma 6 Let F be a field with IFI > d, and let s E F. Then, for every sequence
fd·) .... ,ft(·),gl(-), ... ,g/(') of polynomials of degree d, such that f;(j)
fi(j) = gj(i) for every
1 ::; i, j ::; d, there exists a unique polynomial h(·,·) of degree d in two variables with
h(O.O) = s, so that for every 1::; i::; d we have h(',i) = f;(·)
fi(') and h(i,')
h(i,·) = g;(.).
gi(')'
Proof. Let E be the following (d+1) x (d+1) matrix. For 1::; i,j::; dIet Ei'J
Ei.) = f;(j)
fi(j) =
l
9J{i); let £j.o = 9j(0), and E
Eo,1
fi(O). Finally, let £0,0 = s. Let H ~ (VTt • £. V-I,
o,\ = f;(O).
and let h(x,y) be the polynomial of degree d in two variables, such that the coefficient
,r'y) is H,,). Similar arguments to those of the proof of Lemma 4 show that h( x, y) is
of ,fly)
t he required. uniquely defined, polynomial. 0
Lemma 8 Let F be a finite field with IFI > d, and let
lei A(·) and B(·) be polynomials of
drgl'ff d Ol'er F. Then, for every sequence au, ... ,ad,d,CI,'" ,Cd of elements
elemenls in F then:
fIists a unique sequence 51 ('), ... ,5d(·) of polynomials of degl'ee d such that:

1. Forf each 1 ::; i,j ::; d, we have 5
5;(j)
a',J'
i (j) = a,,),
) Lei
Let C(.) be the truncation to degree d of the polynomial D( x)
L~=I x)
x J ·5j (.r). Then, for 1 ::; i ::; d we have C(i) = Ci.

A(x) . B(x) +

Proof. Let au, ... , ad,d, CI, ... ,Cd be a sequence of field elements, and let Si,l
Si,J be the
coefficient of Xl in the ith polynomial in a sequence 51 ( , ) " " , Sd(-) of polynomials satisTechnion - Computer Science Department - Technical Report CS0755.revised - 1992
fying requirements 1 and 2 of the Lemma. Then, requirements 1 and 2 translate to d2 + d

